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]NTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this thesis is

pher Smart's conception of himself

ADORATTON amongst ENGLISH-¡{EN" and

distinctive poetic style, from the

to trace the evolution of Christo-

as the divinely-sel-ected "Reviver of

the concurrent development of his

Seatonian prLze poems to its cul-

mination in A Song to David"

The first chapter discusses the Seatonian prize poems, and the

Hymn to the Supreme Being, On recovery from a dangerous fit of ilLness,

and considers to what extent these poems are conventional or unusual

in regard to contemporary themes and poetic style. It pays particular

attention to the begínning of Smartr s identification with King David,

the psalmist of the Old Testament, and to his personal dedication of

his lífe and talents to the glory of God.

The second chapter considers Jubilate Agno, Smart's "mad" poem,

showing the further identification of hj-mself with David, and examines

Smart's conception of his psalmistic mission in eighteenth-century

Eng1and. ft discusses his belief that all created phenomena are ac-

tually alive with spiritual sigrnificance, usually for good, but occa-

sionally for evil; that is, that all phenomena are instinct with God's

povJer, and. are not merely symbols for it. It also examines Smart's

conception of the role of man, and particularly the poet, in this

world-view.

The third chapter deals with the theory of lalguage developed ín

Jubilate Agino. It discusses Smartrs belief in the spiritual powerof th-e

phenomenon of language, and examines some of the idiomatic peculiar-

ities of the poem in the light of certain major infLuences on Smart's
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work.

The fourth chapter is an analysis of A song to David., attempting

to demonstrate how Smart uses language to communicate with great imme-

diacy an intensely vivid impression of his particular worrd-view.

Ttris chapter examines themes and images conìmon to the song and

Jubilate Agno, and. discusses sigrnificant stylistic differences in their
presentation" rt al-so d.iscusses smart's idea of the poet as a positive
force for good through his praise of God., and the ultimate identifi-

cation of himself and David with Christ, the supreme poet.



C}ÏAPTER I

The Seatonian Prize Poems

Five of the six religious poems which Christopher Smart composed

before he was confined for insanity were, to an extent, written to

order; that is, they were composed as entries to the Seatonian príze

competition at cambridge university, and their subject, the attributes

of the supreme Being, was prescribed by the donor of the prize, Thomas

l
seaton.- A critical examination of them, therefore, must take into

account that they are not entirely spontaneous outpourings of smart's

innermost convictions; nevertheless, these poems, together with the

Hyrn to the supreme Being, on recovery from a dangerous fit of illness,

which can be consid.ered as a lyric.oda2 to the others, provide early

evidence of concerns that hiere to obsess smart in later years, as well

as hints of the distinctive poetic style that he \^/as to develop.

Smart won the Seatonian competj-tion for Pembroke College in 1750,

the first year it was held, with his poem On the Eternity of the

supreme Being, and repeated. this success in r75r, L752, 1753, and 1755,

with poems on the immensity, omniscience, po\¡/er and goodness of God.

The university, a¡rd. even the general public, became so accustomed to

smart's winning the prize that in 1754, the one year he did not enter

the contest, the Gentleman's Magazine felt compelled to explain that

"This prize has for many years been constantly assigned to the inge-

nious Mr. Smart, who was not this year among the competitors.rr3



These Seatonian Príze Poems proved to be exceedingly popular. The

first poem had three editions at Cambridge, and all the others except

On the Power of the Supreme Being \dent through two editions. In L756,

Jotur Newbery, Smart's Grub Street employer and father-in-law, brought

out a third edition of On the f , aLd in

1758 a second edition of On the Power of the Supreme Being. One critic,

George Dyer, declared that

had I'lr. C. S. \,,/ritten nothing
ian prize poems, he would have
ranked among the poets of this
some who are adrnitted into Dr.
the English Poets.4

but his five Seaton-
been entitled to be
country¿ beyond
Johnson's Lives of

Most twentieth-century critics would asree that this is extra-

vagant praise indeed of these rather conventional poems. v,i. H. Bond

judges them to be "uninspired but technically proficient. "5 J. B.

Broadbent critícizes the "archaic and neoloqisinq tend.encies of diction

. said to be s)¡mptomatic of paranoia" although he admits that this

technique is occasionally effective, as in the "coarse ruttling" of the

"invoking ravens" and the "surly" roar of lions.6 Christopher Devlin

objects to the "very slipshod blank verse" although he is Ímpressed by

the "intimate ease and. senuine fervour with which Smart handles his

difficult and abstract subìe ct."7 Arthur Sherbo deplores the l[iltonic

influence which Ied Smart to write in blank verse which he had insuffi-

cíently mastered..t *or*.n Callan, hov¿ever, finds that "there are fevr

of Smart's early pieces where the delicacy of ear, which is one of

the essential quatities of a true poet, is not evident."9



There is certainly lit.tle out of the ord.inary in the seneral

themes of the seatonian Poems nor, for the most part, in smartrs treat-

ment of them. Moira Dearnley has shown that the attributes of the

ñ.i--.i-.:+.. -.-ur-vr-nl-Ey was a very common theme in seventeenth and eighteenth-century

poetry, and mentions, among other works, the prose tracts Discourse

Concerning the Being and Attributes of God, by Samuel- Cl-arke and Traité

de l-'Existence et des Attributs de Dieu by nénélon; and in verse, John

Pomfret's Upon the Divine Attributes, Elizabeth Rowets poem of the same

name, Samuef Boyse's Deity and Vüiltiam Hayr^rard Robertst poetical Essay

on the Existence of eod. l0 Robert sal-tz claims that the "ratinate

diction and complex rhetoric" which were stylistic fundamentals of

a]most all such poetry are attributable largely to the influence of

John Dennis' work of L7o4, Ground of criticism in poetry, which "ad-

vocated a sublime poetry of natural philosophy incorporating 'the

wonders of the universet in the lofty numbers of the Miltonic style.,,1f

Smart's talents unfortr¡nately were little suited to the sublime

style, particularly to the cadences of brank verse. Ainsworth and

Noyes craim that "smart often counted. syrlables as painstakingly as a

schoolboy practising the heroic couplet,"t' and one is tempted to

accept this judgement in light. of the awkwardness of rines such as

She Heavrn-taught voyager, that sails in air,
Courts nor coy V'lest nor East, but instant knows
What Newton, er not sought, or sought in vainrl3

or the mannered effect of the contractions in the fol_lowinq:



. before Light
Herself 'gan shine, and at th' inspiring word
Shot to existence in a blaze of day. (Eternity, p. 223)

Nor does Smart's use of inverted slmtax always produce happy re-

sul-ts, Ieading sometimes to distinctly unharmonious phrases--"din out-

rag,eousr" "conflict dreadful," "quakes Appenine" (Power, p. 237).

Smartrs style at times inadvertently weakens the force of his imagery--

for example, in this image intend.ed to convey the awesomeness and

might of God's presence:

Albeit He there with Angels, and with Saints
Hold conference, and to his radiant host
Ev'n face to face stand visibly confest:
Yet know that nor in Presence or in Pow'r
Shines He l-ess perfect here; (Immensity, p. 227)

The impression of power is weakened by the subjunctive mood of the

first three lines and the neqative construction of the last two. The

last line, beginning with the inversion of subject and object--

"Shines He"--followed by the negative phrase "less perfect here"

accentuates the unfortunate subversion of Smart's purpose- The

positive connotation which Smart evidently intended these lines to

carry is stÍll discernible, but it is not as clearly and dramatically

apparent as it night be. At times the slmtax is so complicated that

it is difficult to follow the meaning of a sentence, for example:

But yet (if still to more stupend.ous heights
The Muse irnblam'd her aching sense may strain)
Perhaps wrapt up in contemplation deep,
The best of beings on the noblest theme
Might ruminate at leisure, Scope immense
Tht eternal Powtr and Godhead to explore,
And with itself th' omniscient mind replete. (Eternity' p. 224)



The poems suffer too from the stale poetic diction which Words-

worth d.eplored--"finny race" and "feathered matron, " "il-Iustrious

monarch of the day" and "fair queen of night" (Eternity, p" 225) had

by this time become merely thought-evading devices and their use adds

nothing to the poems. The frequent archaisms--"Nathless," (Immensity,

p. 239) "knewst," (Omniscience, p. 23I) "avaunt," (Omniscience,

p. 235) and the el-aborately contrived phrases--"Her pensile house the

feather'd Artist buildsr" (Omniscience¡ p. 23O) "lVhen Zephyr faints

upon the lillyrs breast," (Power, p. 237) al-so contribute to a general

impression of affectation.

Most of the imagery employed is also extremely conventional---

"verdant val-l-ies" in "meek submision," (nternity, p. 225) the invoca-

tion to the muse Ura¡ia "with new strains/ To hymn thy God., and. thou,

immortal Famer / Arise, and. blow thy everlasting trump" (Omniscience,

p. 23I), and. Philomela preparing her annual flight "e'er the cold

domain/ Of cripled winter 'gins tr ad.vance" (Omniscienc€r p. 233).

Not only are the images well-worn, they often suffer from a lack of

concreteness. For example, when Smart is d.escribing the d.estruction

of the earth at the day of judgement, he declares,

. it shall come,
When the capacious atmosphere above
Shall j-n sulphureous thunders groan, and die,
And. vanish into void; the earth beneath
Shall- sever to the center, and devour
Tht enormous bl-aze of the desþuctive flames. (Eternity, p. 224)

The triteness of "capacíous" and "sulphureousr" the unlikely person-

ification of the atmosphere, the abstractness of "vanish into void",



all contribute to the general impression of vagueness and the failure

to build up tension in this passage. The same tendency to imaqistic

vagueness is found in on the ltunensity of the supre , where

" the *r* *n t'ne spangled sky
Measures her pathless walk, studious to view
Thy works of vaster fabric . " . (Immensity, p. 22g)

and in On the Omniscience of the Supreme Being:

lfhen up the imperceptible ascent
Of growing years, led by thy hand, I rose,
Perception's gradual 1ight, that ever dawns
rnsensibly to day, thou didst vouchsafe. (omniscience, 232)

There are instances, however, when smart succeeds in creatino

images of unusual- succinctness and britliance. The characterization

of the cock as "the statety night-exploding bird." (Tmmensity, 227)

contrasts favourabl-y with the portrait of philomera the nightingale,

mentioned above. The strange fanciful vision of the ,,rmplanted,' under-

sea garden "of vegeta-ble coral , sea-flow,rs ga¡r, / And shrubs of amber

from the pearl-pavrd bottom" in on the rmmensity of the supreme Being,

is extremely effective in its concise and pointed use of significant

detail" There are also instances of skillful use of arliteration--

"swift on the winnowing winds they work their wâyr" (omniscience,

232) and "up the huge hill she hardly heaves it home,' (omniscience,

23s) .

Robert saltz has pointed out that the seatonian poems comprise

a comprehensive speculum naturae, each part of which
develops one aspect of the dominant physico-theological
theme within a'nifying survey structure. Establishing
first the temporal limits of the world between "the
two Prime Pill-ars of the Universe,/ Creatlon and
Redemptionr" Smart. traces God, the architect or

p.

p.



artificer, in the hierarchy of forms from the bottom
of the sea through the plants and animals upward to
man, the final act of the creative week and hiqhest
proof of his wisdom f3

and that this motif was altogether within the contempoïary tradition

of sublime poetry. Smart's tone, however, even at this early stage,

is exceptionally jubilant in his celebration of Godrs pïesence in

nature, and he is emphatic about the extreme importance of human

gratitud.e for this evidence of God's benevolence:

Stitl with ten thousand beauties blooms the Earth,
tlith pleasures populous, and with riches crown'd,
Still is there scope for wond.er and for 1ove
Evrn to their last exertion--show'rs of blessings
Far more than human virtue can deserve,
Or hope expect, or gratitude return. (Omniscience, p. 236)

Here also are indications of Smartts conviction, made more

explicit in Jubilate Agno and. A song to David, that the functioning of

nature is in itself a direct and meaningful expression of praise. rn

On the fmmensity of the Supreme Being, he exclaims,

List yel how Nature with ten thousand tongues
Begins the grand. thanksgiving, Hail, all hai1. (Immensity,
p. 227)

The linnet praises God in her tuneful song, but the ravens' rtcoarse

ruttling," though it hurts the human ear, is praise also, for ttThey

mean it all for music, thanks and praise . " (Goodness. p. 242I.

For Smart, the single most conclusive proof of Godrs being is in

the soul of man--he claims in On the Omniscience of the Supreme Being

that even if no animal, vegeta.ble or rn-Ìneral phenomena existed on

earth, rrYet man at home, within himself, might find,/ The Deity im¡nense

" (Inunens.ily, pp. 23O-23L). It is ironic, therefore, that man l-s



the only creature who ever seems obl-ivious of God's presence:

. 'tis Man's dim eye
That makes thr obscurity. He is the same,
Alike in all- his Universe the same" (Immensityr pp. 227-228)

"Thou id.eotr" exclaims Smart, "that asserts there is no God,/ View and

be durnb forever" (Immensity, p. 230). Man, obsessed with the technical

and inteltectual abilities which raise him above the beasts, too often

fails to recogrnize the divine spirit actuating them, and consequently

his praises are less effective than those of the lower orders--the

ravens "leave ingratitude to man" (Goodness, p. 242). In Smart's view,

the bee, who "from discordant flow'rs/ A perfect harmony of sweets

compounds" (Omniscience, p" 235) far surpasses the wonder of the

chemist's laborious calcul-ations. The nightingal-e's inborn sense of

direction, which guides her on her yearly ruigrations, is evidence of

a more awesome po\¡7er than the admittedl-y "vast genious" of the greatest

human scientist, Isaac Newton.

Smart, taking his cue from Pope's Essay on Man, advises man to

observe and learn from the natural piety of the animal-s. lrlhere Pope,

however, was more concerned with practical- competence--

"Go, from the Creatures thy instructions take:
Learn from the birds what food the thickets yield;
Learn from the beasts the physic of the fiela;I4

--Smart's hope is that man wil-l increase in godliness:

Wofu] vicissitud.ej when Man, fall'n Man,
Who first from Heav'n, from gracious God himself,
Learn'd knowled.ge of the Brutes, must know by Brutes
Instructed and reproachtd, the scale of being;
By slow degrees from lowly steps ascend,
And trace Omniscience upward.s to its spring,! (Omniscience,
p. 23s)



Smart presents himself as one man who has hurnbled himself this

way, and. who has l-earned the joy of r:nqualified, arr-absorbing praise.

In On the Immensity of the Supreme Being, he exclaims:

Ye tenants of the forest and the fieldi
My fellow subjects of th' eternal Kíng,
I gladIy join your Mattins, and with you
Confess his presence, and. report his praise" (Immensity, p. 222)

To "confess his presence, and report his praise" \,ras to be smartts poetic

purpose for the rest of his life, being the dominant theme of JubÍlate

Agno and A song to David, as well as of the Hymns and spiritual songs.

Tn these early poems, however, he appears to be much less sure of

his ability to offer suitable praise than he was to become. rn on the

Eternity of the Supreme Being, he asks,

l4ay then the youthful, uninspired Bard
Presune to hymn tht Eternal; may he soar
Where seraph, and where Cherubin on high
Resound th1 unceasing plaudits, and with them
In the grand Chorus mix his feeble voice? (etern¿!¿, p. 223)

This theme is repeated in On the Goodness of the Supreme Being:

Where shal-l the tim'r"
Where end the purest sacrifice of song,
And just thanksgiving? (Goodness, p. 24I)

and in On the fmmensity of the Supreme Being, where he declares:

Vain were thr attempt, and impious to trace
Thro' aLl his works th' Artificer Divine; (Immensity, p. 23O)

This attitude, of course¡ mäy be no more than a conventional acknowl-

edgement of the Miltonic tradition, but it is an interesting contrast

to Smart's later tone. In Jubilate Agno, for example, he makes an

emphatic although inplicit assertion of his position as feader of the
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"Nations, and languages, and every Creature" which he calls to worship.

It is quite clear, however, that even at this early stage, Smart

felt himsel-f cafled to dedicate his tal-ents to God's praise. He cafl-s

himself at one point "tht anointed poet" (Power, p. 236) and at another,

"The poet of my God" (Inunensity, p" 227). In On the Immensity of the

Supreme Being, he pl-edges,

The knee, that Thou has shap'd, shall bend to Thee,
The tongue, which Thou has tun'd, shall chant thy praise,
And thine own image, the immortal soul,
Shalf consecrate hersel-f to Thee for ever. (fnrnensity, P. 231)

This vow is repeated even more strongly in the next Seatonian poem:

Thou too, my Heart, whom he, and he alone,
Who al-l- things knows, can know, with love replete,
Regenerate, and purer pour all thyself
A living sacrifice before his throne. (Omniscience, p. 23L)

Smart's idea of the sublime poet par excellence was the old Test-

ament Psalmist, King David. His fascination with this figure is

hinted at in the opening lines of on the Goodness of the Supreme Being,

where he invokes the mythical poet, Orpheus, and ídentifies him with

David:

Orpheus, for so the GentÍles callrd thy narne,
Israel-'s sweet psalmist . . (Goodness, p. 24O)

This interest in David and the identification of him with orpheus was

not peculiar to Smart. The question of King David's morality was the

subject of a contemporary controversy that produced. several books a¡rd

pamphlets. Smart referred. to one of these in a note which he appended

to the fines quoted above in the original edition of the poem: "See

this conjecture strongly supported by Delany in his Life of David."15
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Robert Brittain has explained that Smart is referrinq to An Historical-

Account of the Life and Reign of David King of Israel, by Patrick

Delany, published in London, L740-42, and he points out that

. in the seventeenth chapter of Book I,
there is a great deal of solemn argument to the
effect that the Orpheus myth is a degrenerate form
of the Scriptural story of David. 16

John Block Friedma¡ claims furthermore that "Orpheus and David were

frequently identified in the visual- arts of the seventeenth and
1t

ei-ghteenth centuries. "t'

We know, then, that Smart was not eccentric in his conflation of

David and Orpheus as types of the sublime poet of praise, but his con-

cern with these figures here is important for the insight it provi-des

into the growing conviction of his own psalmistic mission. For there

are indications in the Seatonian poems that Smart is beginning to

identify himself with this archetypal figure. The invocation to

David-Orpheus, for example, concl-udes:

. so shall the muse
Above the stars aspire, and aim to praise
Her God on earth, as he is praised in heaven. (Goodness, p. 24\)

The identification is more implicit in the opening lines of On the

Irnmensity of the Supreme Being, where Smart cal-ls for his l-ute and harp,

the instruments of the psa]mist.

The theme of poetic missj-on is devel-oped more fully in the Hymn to

the Supreme Being, on recovery from a dangerous fit of ill-ness, composed

IR
around August, L756--- Evidence that Smart intended it as a sort of culmin-

ation to the earlier poems is found in the tenth stanza, where he names the
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subjects of four of the Seatonian poems in the order of their composi-

tion:

All glory to thr ETERNA], to th' IMMENSE,
All glory to thr OMNISCIENT and GOOD. (Hymn, p. 246)

The opening lines make reference to the thirty-eighth chapter of Isaiah,

which tells how King Hezekiah, on his death-bed, prayed to God to re-

store him to health and \das granted. a¡other fifteen years of life.

Smart obviously felt that his own recovery from il1ness was a direct

ans\4/er to prayer, and proof of God's goodness and mercy. Since he felt

that he had. no particular moral superiority to recommend him, he was

convinced that he had been saved for a purpose--to magnify God.ts r¡ame

on earth, in effect to take on the role of David the psalmist in

eighteenth-century England. Although the identification with David is

not made explicitly, it in fact becomes closer "because of their conmon

election and their similar fall and rise. Smart beqins to see himself

as the penitent \^rho with God.f s help rises again, as David rose after his

fatl. By humbfing himself in penitence, he may become suþfj¡q.rrl9

Smart does declare explicitly in this poem his intention to devote

the rest of his life to Godrs service and praise. After God has

bestowed "a second birth . . . of joy" (p. 247), Smart commands:

Ye strengthentd feet, forth to his altar movei
Quicken, ye new-strung nerves, tht enrapturtd tyre;
Ye Ïreavrn-directed eyes, o'erf]-ow with love;
Glow, gl-ow, my soul, w'ith pure seraphic fire;
Deeds, thoughts, and words no more his mandates break,
But to his endless glory work, conceive, and speak. (p. 247)
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Perhaps because of the intensely personal subject of this Hymn'

it reveals a much more direct and effective handling of language than

the earlier works. There are still some remnants of stylistic affecta-

tion--"The virtuous partner of my nuptial bands," (p" 246) "My little

prattlers lifting up their hartds," (p" 246) and there are some abrupt

transitions--for example, from stanza 14, where Smart extols the virtue

of penitence, to Stanza 15, where he rejoices in "the creative goodness

of God, manifest in the sovereign creatures of each cl-ass of being"2o

--but overall-, the style is much more forceful and direct" Freed from

the heavy Miltonic rhythms of the Seatonian poems, ar1d writing of an

agonizing personal experience, Smart presents a chitling picture of the

horrors of mentaf illness:

lrlhen reason left me in the time of need,
And sense was lost in terror or in trance'
My sick'ning soul was with my blood inflam'd.
And the ceLestial image shrunk, defac'd and maim'd, (p' 245)

and. an equatly striking impression of health returning:

But soul-rejoicing health again returns'
The blood meanders gentle in each vein,
The lamp of life rene\,rod with vigour burns,
And exil'd reason takes her seat again. (p. 246)

Through a bitter irony, smart was to become insane again only a

few months after the composition of this poem. On May 6, L757, he was

admitted into St" Luke's Hospital, and although he was released on

May Il, 1758, he was confined as a relrigiouS maniac, in the homes of

friends and in a private *u.dfroo".2l until January, L763. While mental

illness is r:nquestionably a personal tragedy' we must confront the
))

aesthetic judgement that it may result in publj-c aood.-- In Smartrs
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case' his period of mental- irnbarance jolted his poetic sÈyle out of
the tired post-Augustan conventions, and. allowed him the freedom to
experiment widely with form and idiom. Most of all, it crystallized

his poetic purpose. Jubilate Agino, the record of these mad.house years,

confirms smartr s absolute commitment to his role as an eiqhteenth-

century David.

L4
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CHAPTER Ïf

Jubilate Acrno

Jubilate Agno, published for the first time in 1939, was composed,

as nearly as can be determined, bet\,reen January, 1759 and January,

"_-^1L763 when Christopher Smart was confined in a London madhouse.

Critical interpretation of the poem has posed problems partly because

only about one-third of the manuscript has survj-ved, but al-so because

the abrupt transitions and illogicalities in many passages vividly

refl-ect the menta] imbalance of the author. Even a reader irnbiased

by the knowledge of Smart's madness is likely to have difficulty find-

ing rational sig,nificance in l-ines like "Let Ross, house of Ross re-

joice with the Great Flabber Dabber Flat Clapping FÍsh with hands.

Vide Anson's Voyage & Psalm 98th ix."2 Obviouslyr âny understanding

of this strange and wonderful work requires a reader receptive to all

possible associations of word.s and ideas, and unusual twists and

tricks of language, as has been proved by the several valuable studies

of the poem that have been produced, particularly since W" H. Bondrs

illuminating edition appeared in 1954"

Smart called the poem "a psalm of my own composing" (81, 32), and

it begins, sanely enough, as a recognizable example of this gerrre:

Rejoice in God, O ye Tongues; give the glory to the Lord, and
the Lamb"
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Nations, ald languages, and every Creature, in which is the
breath of Life.

Let man and beast appear before him, and maginify hi_s name
together. (4, l-3)

These lines are, in fact, an adaptation of the openinq of psalm lxvi:

"Make a joyful noise r:nto God, all ye lands:/ sing forth the honour

of his name: make his praise glorious."

For smart to write a hymn of praise was not at al-l- unusuar;

Jubi]ate Agrro is striking, however, in its vast range of characters and

the intensery personal nature of its tone. The lines. each one beginn-

ing either with "Let" or "Forr" exhort all manner of men, from Bibl-ical

figures to eighteenth-century Englishmen, and al-l manner of creat,rr"s,3

from the ram to the French turnip and even to the inanimate emerald and.

opal, to join in the hymn, led by smart--"the Lord.rs News-writer--the

scribe-evangelist" (82, 327). smart himself evidently intended his

effort to be unique among hymns of praise, and. saw himserf divinely

selected to compose it for a particular purpose:

For by the grace of God r am the Reviver of ADoRATfoN amonqst
ENGLTSH-¡4EN. (82, 332)

An important and generally-accepted theory as to the form of the

poem was advanced in 1954 by trüilliam H. Bond, who first recognized a

thematic correspondence between many of the "Let" and "Fer" l-ines, for

example:

Let Magdiel rejoice with Ascarides, which is the life of the
bowels--the worm hath a part of our frame.

For I rejoice like a worm in the rain in him that cherishes
and from him that tramples. (Bl, 37)

Bond concluded that the poem had originally been desigrned as a responsive
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reading, wíth all the lines beginning "Let" to be spoken by the first

reader, and all- the fines beginning "For" to be spoken by the second

reader, who Bond assumed was to have been Smart himself. Bond

suggests that Smart was influenced in this design by Bishop Robert

Lowth's study of the poetry of the Bible, De sacra poesi Hebraeorum,

first published in 1753. Lowth emphasized particularly the antiphonal

or responsive nature of Hebrew poetry--"One of the choirs sung a single

verse to the other, while the other constantly added a verse in some

A

respect correspondent to the other"=--and it is known that Smart knew

and admired Lowth's work.

Bond al-so notes that Smart "had been giving serious thought to a

tr
reformation of the Angl-ican liturgy,"- and that when his version of the

Psal-ms was later published, it was with the express purpose of effect-

ing such a reform. Bond concfudes that "it is more than probabte that

Jubilate was initially conceived as the opening move in this campaign,"o

a conjecture which accormts not only for the appropriateness of Lowthts

principles but al-so for the close parallels in parts of the poem to the

Anglican Order for Morning Prayer and the Psal-ter. Smart never direr:tlv

claíms that Jubilate is an attempt to reform the liturgy, but the poem

does show evidence of his preoccupation with this subject: he observes,

for example, that "it would be better if the LITURGY were musically

performed" (Bl, 252) and "it were better for the SERVICE, if onty

sel-ect psalms were read" (82, 511).

A further clue to Smart's conception of his role a¡rd the purpose

of his poem is found in two figures \dho, as we have seen, appeared in
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the Seatonian poems and the Hynrr to the Supreme Bej-ng, and who feature

prominently in -Jubitate's chorus of praise--David, the psal-mist of

rsrael, and orpheus, the arclr-etypal poet. The eight references to

David, and the passage of several l-ines dealing with orpheus, all

emphasize the poet-singers' musical skilr which is dedicated to the

general chorus of praise. As in the earlier poems, Smart pïesents

David and. orpheus as a single poet-figure who unites the pagan and

Christian worlds in praise of the one true God:

For the story of Or¡rheus is of the truth.

For there was such a person a cunning player on the harp.

For he \¡¡as a bel_íever in the true God. and. assisted
in the spirit.

For he played upon the harp in the spirit by breathing
upon the strings" (C, 52-55)

smart's identification of hímself with David is continued in

Jubilate Agno. He worked out a fanciful genealog'y whereby he was

actually descend.ed from David, claiming "r am the seed of the VIELCH

woMAN" (Br, 9l) (his mother was vüelsh), and that "the vtELcH are the

children of Mephibosheth and Ziba with a nuixture of David in the

Jones's" (82, 435). Smart is evidently associating the old Testamenr

King with David, the Patron saint of v'Ial-es, and drawinq into this

pattern of reference the fact that David and Jones are very conmton

!'lelsh names" Later, he relates th-e two Davids more directly, when

he exclaims, "Let Bilshan rejoice with the Leek. David for ever!

God bless the Vnfelch March lst 1761. N" S.,' (C, 18). The first
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Teference is obviously to the psalmist, while the date, March lst, is

St" David's Day. Moreor¡er, the manner of the poem's opening, already

mentioned, indicates that he saw hiinself as a sort of eighteenth-

century David, callingr Englishnen ever)¡where to join with him in

praise.

The poemts first reference to David offers an important insight

into Smart's peculiar vision of the universe, and of the psalmistts

n]e¡e in if - He commands:r¿qvv

Let David bless with the Bear--The beginning of victory
to the Lord--to the Lord the perfectíon of excellence--
Hallelujah from the heart of God and from the hand of the
artist inimitable, and from the echo of the heavenly har¡>
in sweetness magnifical and mighty. (Ä', 41)

Smart here "connects David's musical skill with the creation of the

irniverse by the 'artist inimitable"" and seems to envision the cosmos

itsetf as a great Ha-Ilelujah proceeding from the heart of God" That

is, Smart appears to see God as an all-powerful musician, and the

entire universe as the majestic musical harmony which He creates"

This view is stated more explicitly later in the poem, \,ùhere Smart

declares:

For GOD the father Almighty plays upon the HARP of Stupendous
m¡mi l-rrÃa =nçl melOdy.

For innumerable Angels fly out at every touch and his trine
is a work of creation. (Bl, 246-247)

For this was spiritual musick altogether, as the wind is
a spirit"

For there is nothing but it may be played upon in delight.
(Bl, 254-255)

Paradoxicall-y, while this cosmic harmony is composed of God's
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creatures' they make a positive contribution to it throuqh praise of Him:

For the praise of God can give to a mute fish the notes of
a nightingale" (Bl-, 24)

Actual music is abvj-ously not only what smart has in mind; music for

him is found in every type of praise, and he sees praise of God in most

types of natural activity:

Let Ehud rejoice with Onacrotalus, vthose braying is
for the glory of God, because he makes the best musick
in his power. (Bl, 19)

From this perspective, the psalmist, of whom David is the arche-

type and Smart the conscious imitator, assumes a position of profound.

significance, for it is he who invites al-l creatures to praise and who

in effect leads that part of the cosmic harmony which is composed of

creatures rendering thanks. rn other word.s, smart sees himsel-f as a

vital agent uniting the created ord.ers with the Creator.

Music provides the key also to the particular moral- world-view

presented in Jubilate 4gng-. For smart, harmony represents good, and

discord represents evil. He declares, for example,

For all whispers and. unmusical sor:nd.s in general are of the
Adversary. (Bl, 231)

vlhile the tone of the poem, as its title suggests, is predominantly

jubilant, even ecstatic, in its praise of God.'s goodaess, evil is not

ignored; it is, in fact, recognized throughout in the character of the

Adversary. Although Smart declares that when God plays upon Hj.s harp"

" malignity ceases and the devils themselves
are at peace (81, 248)

the power of evil- to disrupt the cosmic harmony is an important tt¡.eme

in the poem"
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Jubilate Agno presents a world picture in which all phenomena,

material as wel-l as immaterial, are seen as possessing innate spiritual

significance for good or evil--all things proclaim themselves through

their very natures as "harmony" or "discord" in relation to the grarrd

cosmic hyrrr. Smart does not simply present objects as symbols for good

or evil; he sees them as actuaily alive with those qualities. For

example, when he prays to God to "i1Iuminate us against the powers of

darkness," (Bl, 90) we find. that he i-ntends this literally as wel-l as

metaphorically. "For LIGHTNING," he tells us, "is a glance of the

gtory of God" (Bf, 272). And

. the SHADOW is of death, which is the Devil,
who can make false and faint images of the works
of Almighty God. (82, 308)

Physical and spiritual enlightenment seem to be one and the same thing,

and Smart sees a powerful spiritual reality in actual darkness. l¡lhen

he is released from his dungeon, he thaaks God that he is allowed the

light of day again, for he is convínced that "the more the light is de-

fective. the more the povrers of darkness prevail" (82, 3f5). lühen he

declares that igrnorarce is a sin because il-lumination is to be obtained

by prayer," (82, 42L) he is apparently referring to the physical as

r.ra.l 'l ¡c flro cñi r: !___ ì _-_ ^1 I !-- cnr l¡a q¡r¡c .l ¡l.or l-1r=l_ il¡nl¡a T i ¡l-r+.-..- -r**l-cual reall-ty, r-- -.- - EnaE l-ne lrgrtEnl-ng

before death is God.'s illumination in the spirit for preparation and

for warning" (P.2, 467). In this way, Smart continually connects out-

ward rea1ity with the spiritual siginificance he sees manifest in it.

It is Smartts conviction that the r¡niversal- chorus of praise has

positive power to assert God's goodness and to thwart the Adversary:
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For ECHO can¡.ot act but whren she can parry the
adversary.

For ECIIO is greatest in Clr-urctres and vrlrere she can
assist in prayer" CBl, 236-237)

This echo of praise emanates from the non-h-uman as well as th-e human

creatures: they contribute through fulfilling involi.rntarily but to the

greatest degree possibre their God-appointed functions. This action

is their "voice":

For SOUND is propagated in the spirit and in all
directions.

For the VOICE of a figure is compleat in alJ. its parts"

For a man speaks HIMSELF from the crowrr of his head to
the sole of his feet"

For a LTON roars HIMSELF compleat from head to tail.
(B]-, 226-229)

The vegetable orders of creation show the same characteristic; in

smart's view, "the flower grorifies God and the root parries the ad-

versary" (82, 499)z the naturar tendency of the flower to grow upward,

toward the sun, is seen as an act of praise, and its root, which points

downward, away from heaven, wards off the advance of evil.

There is one creature, however, who does not necessarily and in-

voluntarily form part of the cosmic harmony--man must take parb through

a voluntary and detiberate act of praise.S Looked at another v\ray, man

alone has the unique opportunity to choose wh-ether he will declare him-

self for God or the Adversary, and Smart maintains that even the small-

est activities of everyday life proclaim this choice:

For a man's idleness is the fruit of the adversary's
diligence.
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For diligence is the gift of God, as well- as other good
things. (eZ , 512-573)

All too often Smart was distressed to see around him men who

committed "the sin of ingratitude" against God; men who appeared to be

oblivious to the spiritual sig,nificance manifest in material objects,

and to value them for the wrong reasons. He \,rarns.

For avaricious men are exceeding subtle like the
soul seperated from the body.

For their attention is on a sinking object which
perishes. (82, 336-337)

Smart's particular view of the nature and function of the universe

extended of course to the realm of science. where he was in sharp dis-

agreement with what he consÍdered were Newtonrs methods of j-nvestiga-

tion. Smart was not agaínst science; he claimed that he himsetf was

"inquisitive in the Lord," but he was convinced that Newton saw in

science not religious wonders, but only mechanistic ones, and that

therefore his scientific experiments coul-d have no real va1ue. He

maintained that

. Newton is iginorant for if a man consult not
the WORD how should he i.:nderstand the WQRK. (Bl, 22O)

For Ne\,,/ton nevertheless is more of error than of the
truth, but I am of the Word of God. (Bl, f95)

Newton, for exaW)le, had writtenf

A centripetal force is that by whÍch bodies are
drawn or impelled, or anryay tend. towards a point
as to a centre.9

Smart would not have d.enied this observation as a pri.nciple, but such

a statement seemed to be completely nr-issing the real significance of
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the phenomenon. For Smart, the only meaningful interpretation is that

"the Centripetal and Centrifugal forces are GOD SUSTAINING and

DTRECTTNG" (Bf , l-63).

Smart was al-so disturiced by Newton'S "notion of coloursr" calling

it "unphilosophical." He was apparently referring to Newton's attempt'

inspired by the contemporary vogue for slmaesthesia, to "co-ordinate

mathematically the colours refracted by a prism with the notes of the

octave."l0 Again, Smart insists that Newton's direction is wrong; for

smart, the single most important thing to be noticed about the colours

is that they are spiritual, "inasmuch as the blessing of God upon all

things descends in col-our" (82, 664):

For VüHITE is the fj-rst and the best' (82, 652)

For black blooms and it is PURPLE'

For purple works off to BRowN which is of ten thousand
acceptable shades . (82 t 660-66I)

God., Smart argues, "communicates through externalsr" and the true

scientist is the man who can interpret these comrnunications to show

that all outward reality is instinct with God's po\¡/er" The wedge, for

instance, operates "direct as it's al-titude by conmunication of Almighty

God" (Bl, f8O). Friction is explained by the vast nr¡nbers of creatures

resulting from the plenitude of God: "For FRICTION is inevitable be-

cause the universe is FULL of God.'s \dorks" (81, 185) ' Perhaps the

most striking illustration of Smart's interpretation of science as

spiritually significant is the passage on the efement mercury:
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For the rj-sing in the BAROMETER is not effected by
pressure but bY sYmPathY.

For it cannot be seperated from the creature with
which it is intimatefy & eterîally connected-

For where it is stinted of air there it will adhere
together & stretch on the reverse-

For it works by ballancing accord.ing to the hold of
the spirit.

For QUICK-SILVER is spiritual and so is the AIR to all
intents and purposes. (Bl' 213)

fn actual-ity, of course , Newton' s id.eas about science \üere more

simil-ar to Smart's than Smart real-ized. Newton \¡/as a notable theist'

and had predicted "not only that the mechanical principles woul-d prove

the key to rinlock mysteries yet unexpl-ained, but that such further dis-
'lt

coveríes would- lead . . . back towards heaven. "-- Ïn fact, thís was

the view of the majority of educated men of the period., and in 1713 a

Plumian Professor at Cambridge. Roger Cotes, could declare:

. Ne\n/ton's distinguished work will be the safest
protection against the attacks of atheists, and
nowhere more surely than from this quiver can
one draw forth missiles against the band of godless
men.12

Smart was certainl-y not hostile toward Newton as a person, for in

Fragiment D of Jubi]ate Agno he prays God to "be gracious to the immortal

Soul of Sr Isaac Newtonr' (D, 170), but he evidently felt that Newton

lacked the proper attitude of adoration necessary for the true scientist.

For ordinary men, Smart implies that the single most important

thing they can do to promote the qniverSal harmony of goodness and

drown out the discord of evil is to practice benevolence. Speaking
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of sickness and death, which he states are "of the Adversaryr" he

argues

For an Ague is the terror of the body, when the
blessinq of God is withheld for a season-

For benevolence is the best remedy in the first
place and. the bark in the second.f3 (e2, 474-475)

He places very great value on benevolence, simply as an abstract

quality, claiming:

For Justice is infinitety beneath Mercy in nature a¡d office.

For the Devil himself may be just in accusation and
punishment. (82, 32o-32L)

Benevolence or charity is one of the fundamental characteristics of

God, and Smart urges his contemporaries to offer praise by imitating

Him Who never deserts "Fatherless Children and wid.ows" (Bl, L7O) and

whose first object of charity is "the poor gentleman" (BI, 138) - He

several times exhorts man to be kinder to dumb animals, and twice ad-

monishes that "a man cannot have public spirit, who is void of private

benevolence" (82, 496¡ 82, 564).

Tfhe greatest sin of eighteenth-century England was a denial of

this principle of benevolence, worse even, Smart implies, than failure

to recognize God's I¡iord in His V'iork. Apart from his own experience,

("they work me with their harping-irons, which is a barbarous in-
\

strument, because I am more ungnrard.ed than otherst' (81 . I24)), Smart
./

saw everywhere in contemporary society evidence of mants cruelty and

its d.isastrous spirítual effects:

For, when the nation is at war, it is better to
abstain from the punishment of criminals especially,
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every act of human verrgeance being a check to the
grace of God" (82, 476)

This insistence on man's need for ctrarity helps to explain the

extraordinary range of creatures, animate and inanimate, whictr Smart

pairs with the human figures in his panorama of praise. Throughout

the poem he calls forth all creatures according to their position in

the traditional Great Chain of Being, from animals, insects and birds

in Fragrment A, snakes, amphibians and. fish in BI, herbs and flowers in

C, and gems and minerals in Fragment D before the methodical struc-

ture finatly disintegrates and the creatures are called forth in no

particular order. Robert D. Saltz has speculated that the B2 "Let"

verses, which are missing, cover trees and large plants since Fragment

c begins with herb"rl4 if so, man's partners in praise are all the

lower orders of Creation. ft has been shown that these orders offer

praise unfailingly, sinply through the involuntary performing of their

natural- fr¡nctions; surely, then, as Friedman has suggested. the crea-

tures are invoked as models for *.rr.I5 This theme, we ïemembeï, which

is reminiscent of Pope, was touched upon in the Seatonian poem On the

Omniscience of the Supreme Being.

In Jubilate Agino, Smart again invites man to contemplate the

lower orders of creation, and to learn hunility and benevolence from

their spontaneous natural piety. Ile exhorts l{uldah, for instance, to

"bless with the Silkworm--the ornaments of the Proud are from the

bowells of their Betters" (4, 9f). l4an witt benefit also by observing

in the lizard "the sweet majesty of good-nature, and the magrnanimity
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of meekness," (4. 25) and by contempl-ating the civet "which is pure

from benevolence" (4, 77).

Smart's own model is his cat, Jeoffry' "the servant of the Living

God duty and daily serving him" (82, 698) . The idea of animal as in-

structor is confirmed by the peculiar wording of the first reference to

Jeoffry in the poem:

For I am possessed of a cat, surpassing in beauty,
from whom I take occasion to bless Almighty God. (BI, 68)

Not "for whom" but "from whom"--smart learns piety from the catts

example. Friedman has given us, I thÍnk, the best critica1 analysis to

date of the well-known Jeoffry passage, showing that as well- as wor-

shipping God in his way, the cat serves as "an exempfum . . . of clean-

l-iness, watchfulness, purity of tongue, quickness to his mark, docility,

faith ('For he can jump from an èminence into his masterrs bosomrr p.
'1 6

tlg), and patience."-" One of Jeoffryrs most important virtues is thank-

ful-ness. Smart claims, in fact, that Jeoffry is "an instrument for the

children to ]earn benevolence upon" (82, 729) -

For Smart, as vle have seen, all natural phenomena are alive with

supernatural meaning, but Jeoffry's spirituality is manifested parti-

cularly vividly in his physical attributes. The electricity of his fur

and his luminous eyes proclaim him as God's representative:

For he keeps the Lord's watch in the night against
the adversary"

For he counteracts the po\¡/ers of darkness by his
electrical skin & gl-aring eyes. (P2, 72O-72L)

For the Electrical fire is the spiritual substance '
which God sends from heaven to sustain the bodies
both of man and beast. (82, 764)
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He is especially favoured of God, too, in the extraordinary range of

his actions--he can leap and roll-, "he has the subtlety and hissing of

a serpentr" "he is an excel-l-ent clambererr'r trhe can swim for lifer" and

rrlra nan ^raanrr. in ShOft,v!vvr

For his motions upon the face of the earth are more than
any other quadrupede. (82, 767)

For God has bl-essed him in the varietv of his movements.
(82, 765)

Jeoffry's voice, like that of the Onacrotalus, is not conventionally

musical-, but it is moratly "harmonious" neverthel-ess , for "it has in

purity what it v/ants in musick" (82,745). Jeoffry is different from

all- other creatures in his potential to teach piety only in a matter

of degree, but it is fitting that Smart, who sought to instruct all-

his contemporaries, should himself receive guidance from the super-

l-ative teacher.

This must have been ad.ditional evidence for Smart that, even in

his madhouse, God had. marked him for His own; he claimsi "I am enobled

by my ascent and. the Lord hath raised me above my Peers" (81' 86). The

humiliation and deprivation he was undergoing were' he felt, helping to

equip him for his psalmistic mission; he declares at one point that

"the life of the Lord is in Humiliation, the Spirit also and the trutht'

(4. 5I) , and fater that "I am not \iüithout authority in my jeopardy"

(Bl, 1). Moreover, he never l-oses faith in the eventual success of his

mission. Probably having in mind Lowth's contentj-on that. as well as

demonstrating the nature and attributes of God, Hebrew poetry was

intended to "amend or console present generations by foreshadowing the
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17future, "-' smart asserts that "it is the business of a man qifted in

the word to prophecy good" (c, 57). True to this berief, he pred.icts

a day when obsession wj-th materia] things witl vanish, and "men wil_1

learn the use of their knees" (c, lo8). Tn this new Age of Faith,

"Îhe Lord Jesus prosper you" (c, 64) will be the common greeting and

"the name of king in Engrand wirl be given to christ alone" (c, g7).

Finally, before the thematic connections in the poem disintegrate

aLmost completely in Fragrment D, smart envisions mants eventual re-

gaining of the horn which served for defense and. ornament and "briqht-

end to the Glory of God" (c, L22) in the days of King David., and. which

was taken away by God as prinishment for "general pusillanimity. "

ltlhether we consid.er Jubi]ate Ag¡no as an enigmatic combination of

private journal and poet's notebook, or as a failed experiment in

English verse-forms, the most lasting impression is surely this triumph-

ant affirmation of total- harmony. Jubilate Agno is r:ndeniably "a song

from Bedlam," but in the midst of much that is chaotic, we are forced

to admire this tenacious faith in God and man which has prod.uced a

vision of evil- vanquished, a¡d men ten feet tall wearinq their horns

once more in company with God Himself and His hosts of angels, and

David. and Smart, God's psalmists on earth.
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CHAPTER ÏIÏ

Smart's Theory and Use of Language

.nha nnanìna li¡ss of Jubilate Agno refl-ect Smart's perception of

language as a gift from God and of its function as an instrument of

praise:

Rejoice in God, o ye Tongues; give the glory to the Lord,
and the Lamb.

nr^! -: ^*llqL¿vrrr¡ *.d languagesr and every Creature, in which is the
breath of Life.

Let man and beast appear before him, and maginify his name
together. (4, 1-3)

In these lines \^/e also find a hint of his belief that language is a

"creature," alive with spiritual- force like all the rest of Godts

creations. This invocation, which, as \^/as mentioned in the foregoing

chapter, echoes Psal-m Lxví L, 2, contains an important variation from

its original: Smart has mod.ified. "lands" to "tongru.es." "Tongues" can

certainly be used to mean nations, but its literal meaning refers to

the agents of praise, and its more usual figurative sense is "l-an-

guages."- In the second line Smart explicitly calls on "languages"

to rejoíce along with "Natíons . and every Creature," implying

an equal potentj-al for praise in each of these three parts of Creation.

In other words, languages, in Smart's view, are as capable of praise

as are the nations and creatures who use them.
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Smart's concern with the phenomenon of language is exptained.

partly by his concurrence in the Biblical conception of God's power

as that of the Vüord" In Frag.rnent A, for example, we find., "Let

Gideon bless with the Panther--the Word of the Lord is invincibl-e bv

him that lappeth from the brook " (4, 31), and l_ater, "For in the

d.ivine Ïdea this Eternity is compleat and the Vlord is a makíng many

more" (B2, 329). Human language is a profoi:ndly sig,nificant phenom-

enon in a universe of significant creations for it is a direct re-

flection of the word of God. smart believed., moreover, that every

object in Creation, inasmuch as it praises God through the involun-

tary performing of its function, can be said to have a ',Ianguage" of

praise: "For Action and Speaking are one according to God and the

Ancients" (82, 562). Flowers, for instance, "speak" a "language"

that is reasonable as well as spiritual, and above all-, delightfut:

For the flowers have their angels even the words of Godrs
Creation.

For the vüarp & woof of flowers are worked by perpetual
moving spirits.

For there is a lanquase of flowers.

For there is a sorrnd reasoning upon al_l f lowers.

For elegant phrases are nothing but flowers.

For flowers are peculiarly the poetry of Christ. (82, 500-506)

This chapter, however, wil-l concerrr itself primarily with the theories

human language to be found in Jubilate Agrro, since it is the mediumof
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of vocal' deliberate prai-se and Smart meditated at length on its innate

power and its preper use. Language for hirn !¡as fundamentally a revela-

tion of divine patterns of relationships beneath the superficial ones

that are readily apparent. Languages show connections not only among

themselves--"languages work into one another by their bearings" (82,

626) --but between different orders of Creation--"the po\^¡er of some

a¡imal- is predominant in every language" (82, 621). Smart finds that

"the power and. spirit of a CAT is in the Greek" (82, 628), and that

"the Mouse (Mus) prevails in the Latin" (82, 638). John Block Friedman

points out that

the sound. of "CAT," the Greek prepositior, (41.:¿-Ls indeed
predominant in Greek; it may be joined to nearly every
verb, though few people would make much of the fact.
The mouse, naturally paired with the cat as Latin is
paired with Greek, represents the Latin language in
that mus, the Latin word for mouse is also the Latin
first-õrson pluraf verb endinq.2

Greek and Latin are of particular importance because they were "the

consecrated languages spoken by the Lord on earth" (Bl, 6), and their

grammatical characteristics alert Smart to certain spiritual relation-

ships, particularly between "Nations, and languages, and every Creature"

The fi.rnctioning of Greek seems to point to a connection with the

agility of a caÈ, for Smart asserts that "the pleasantry of a cat at

pranks is in the language ten tlrousand tines over" (82, 630) , and

For Clapperclaw is in the grapplÍng of the words upon
one another in all the modes of versÌfication.

For the Greek is thrown from heaven and falls upon its feet.

For the Greek when distracted from the line is sooner restored
to rank and rallied into some form than any other. CB2, 630-635)
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He sees an important relationship between the mouse's "great personal

val-our" (82, 640) and "hospitabl_e disposition,' (82, 643) and the

hospitality and bravery of the Romans. Furthermore, mouse, or mus, is

an element in Smartrs i-nterpretation of the doctrine of Christianity--

"For Edi-mus, bibi-mus, vivi-mus--ore-mus": we eat, we drink, we l-ive--

let us pray.

smart was most fascinated with the power and subt]ety of English.

The animal-s which "prevail in the English" (82, 645) are the dog and

the bull-. The most obvious source of this id.ea is an association with

the English bulldog, but Smart may also have had in mind the character

"John Bull," who made his first appearance in Arbuthnot's satire, Lanu

is a Bottomless Pit, ín I7I2, and. who seems to have been established as

representing a typical Englishman by the l-770ts.t fn any case, "Bul-l"

apparently suggests strength, among other virtues, and ,'Dog,' connotes

conciseness--"For l-ha Fnc] i eh i s concise & StïOng. Dog & Bull again',

(82, 649)--aLthough the reasoning behind this association is obscure.

Smart tell-s us that "can is (canis) is cause ç effect a dog" (F2, 649),

but this assertion seems to be no more than a play on words, and does

s^! !^r 1 "^ ----!hing about the nature of English. ,'Bull, " for Smart,¡¡uL Lçf ! uÞ drry Ltrrrrg c¿rJguL Lrre IId.LuIe (JI l1IìgJ-l_sIl.. "lJuII, -- ror 5

is "the word of Almighty Gçd. / For he is a creature of infinite magni-

tude in the height" (82, 676-677). The exercise on the ma¡y word.s and

meanings which he perceives to be "under Bull-" contains some traceabl-e

mental connections--"For Bullfinch is under Bufr" (P.2, 695)--and puns--

"For Brook is under Bull. God be gracious to Lord. Bolingbroke" (82,

683)--but remains ultimately mysterious, although Bond. tells us that
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at l-east part of this theory derives from Cabbal_istic thought.

Smart was convinced that "the ENGL]SH TONGUE shal_l_ be the lan-

guage of the !'IEST," (B1 , L27) and. one critic has contended that he

wanted to "establish English as the consecrated language, as Hebrew and
ALatin were the sacred tongues of earLier religious movements."= Vlhil-e

Smart certainly foresaw the English nation in the vanguard of an event-

ua1 religious reformation--"For I prophecy that the English will- re-

cover their horns the first" (C, 128)--there is no evid.ence that he

saw himself taking an active rol-e in bringing about this reformation,

nor in establishing the supremacy of the English. Spiritual renewal

would presumably come from God, a¡d the English language derive its

importance from its inherent, God-given power. For him, "every word.

has its marrow in the English tongue for order and for delight" (82, 597) "

Smart sees spiritual force emanating from words, as wel_l_ as from

more tangible parts of Creation:

For all- good words are from GOD, and all others
are cant. (Bl, 85)

. Good words are of God, the cant from the
Devil. (Bl, 237)

Smart's belief in darkness as a power of evil has already been dis-

cussed.; it appears that the word.s describing darkness al-so carry mal-evol-ent

overtones:

For SHADO!í ís a fair word from God, which is not
returnabl-e r¡ntil the furnace comes up. (82, 3ll)

He is referring to the account in Genesis of Abraham's vision of a

smoking furnace after God had promised judgement upon the oppressors
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of the Israel-ites. The implication of this verse is that all "words"

(or spiritual essences) come ultimately from God, and while some have

been diverted to evil purposes, atl- will- eventual-ly returrì to Him.

Names particularly have an inherent mystical quality. Smart

derives obvious pleasure from invoking such exoticall-y-titled creatures

as the "Red-Crested Black & Bfue Bird of Surinam" (D, 146) and the

"Buckshorn Plantain Coronopus" (C, 63). He is convinced of the import-

ance, within the scope of human time--"til-l- the furnace comes up"--

of giving things their "right" or God.-given names" Smart sees with

concern, however, that men have disturbed the r¡¡iversal harmony of

"good word.s" by taking it upon themsel-ves to ascribe names and cate-

gories to experience, in effect to take over the proper rol-e of God..

He asserts, for example. that

- Times a¡d Seasons are the Lordrs--Man is
no Chronologer. (82, 340)

For there is no knowing of times & seasons, in
subnuitting them to God stands the Christiari's
Chronologry . (82, 576)

Also, "the Names of the DAYS, as they now stand, are footish and ab-

ominabl-e" (82, 406). Smart claims, "I attribute to God, what otherS

vainly ascribe to feeble man" (Bl, 97); since he perceives al-l reality

solely in the light of its relationship to God, he recoginizes that the

r.lra)nêr nâmêq nf tho ¡ler¡q ara rr{-ho F'ì rql- Qa¡nnÄ .Fhi rÁ Enrrrtlr E ì f+h¿!eet vçvv¡¡s, r¡¡+!st !vq!u¡¡f rr!urrt

Si).th, and Seventh" (B2,406)--the names given at the time of Creation.

He declares as well that "the right names of flowers are yet in heaven"

and prays God to "make gardners better nomenclatorsrr (P2, 509) .

ïndividual- words have complex and. mysterious rel-ationships with

other words:
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For the relations of words are in pairs first.

For the relations of word.s are someti¡nes in
oppositions.

For the relations of r¿:¿ords: are accerdinq to their
distances from the pair. (82, 600-602)

Smart perceives these relationships to be somehor,¡ similar to the rela-

tionship between a star (planet) and its satellite:

For al_l the stars have satellites, which are
terms under their respective words.

For tiger is a word and his satellites are
Griffin, Storgis, Cat and others. (82, 4O2-4O3)

Primarily, what these connections affirm is that all created thinqs

are related. through their origin in God and their spontaneous praise

or Hl_m.

Smart's theory of the importance of language includes the sound.s

that make up human languages as well- as the voices which utter those

sounds:

For SOUND is propagated in the spirit and in
all d.irections. (Bf , 226)

For the VOICE is from the body and the spirit--
and is a body and a spirit. (Bf, 239)

For the voice is always for infinite good which
fthe adversaryJ strives to impede. (Bl, 274)

The supreme sor:nd for smart Ìs arways music, but he seems to have con-

sl,dere.d lqnguqgie- to be 4 functlan of, fquSrÀc. ilug't as. ê,lI ¡q¿¡¡o¡r1ade nusic

is a joyous echo of God's heavenly harp--Srnart insists, for exanple,

that "the feast of TRUI4PETS shoutd be kept up, that being the rnost
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direct & acceptable of all instruments" (81, 244)-- so all- language

recalls th-e Word of God. Smartts mystique of rh-ymes based on musical

instruments is an example of this correspondence. Some of the assoc-

iations seem to derive from onomatopoeia, for instance, the flute

rhymes, which are "tooth youth suit mute & the like" (82, 591) and the

pipe rhymes which are "beat heat, weep peep" (82, 596). It is some-

times difficulÇ however, to discern the similarity between words which

he groups together--for instance, he declares that "sound bound" and

"soar morett are both trumpet rhymes.

Not only sound.s, but also the letters which represent those

sound.s, have povrer. Jubilate Agino contains three fragmentary attempts

to spe11 out "the power of the English fetters taken singly" (82, 5I7).

Bond points out that Smart "was familiar with the profor:nd meanings

attached to the Hebrew characters by occult writers" and concludes

that he "evidentl-y \¡/as trying to establ-ish the significance of his
tr

native alphabet" "- Sometimes the sigrrificance comes from words which

begin with the given letter--"For o is open" / I'or P is power" (lr-2,

526-527), sometimes from elementary puns--"For B is a creature busy

and. bustling" (82, 514); "For A is awe, if pronounced. full" Stand in

awe and sin not" (82, 538). Some of the associations are more complex;

Smart d.eclares that "H is not a letter, buÈ a spirit--Benedicatur Jesus

Christus, sr,c spirem,l " (82, 520), and later, "For H is a spirit and

therefore he is God" [C, f) " IIe is apparently referring to the fact

that in linguistic terms the grapheme "h" represents sinply the onset of

breath, although Èhe sorind is technically cl-assed as a consonantf and he
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is presunably pr:nning, in the pord "spirit" on the Latin verb spirare"

Th-e letter rrhrr is thus seen to bear the signrificance of the spirit of

Gqd, and the breath- of life wlrich- IIe gives to man" Vühatever the ult-

imate source of the mysterious associations, it is clear that the

letters of the alphabet were for Smart one more indication of the

creative power alive in every element of the universe:

For ChrisE beíng.,/. anaO is all- the intermediate
letters without doubt. (C, 18)

Not only d.oes Smart see strange sigmificance in the familiar

letters of the alphabet, he also has a belief in what he calls "r:n-

commirnicated lettersr" which appear to be a sort of Platonic "ideal"

l-etters. The words of God to St. Paul when he was rrcausht up into the

third heavenr" for instance, \^/ere "constructed by rincommunicated

letters. / For they are sigrrs of speech too precious to be communicated.

for ever" (C, 42-45). In 9ltne fternity of tite S , Smart

had touched on the id.ea of the world being stamped with God's "rf,n-

counterfeited seal," and the name of God being written "fn r¡ndeclpher'd

characters"" on every atom of the universe. In Jubilate Agno he

presents a clearer picture of what he meant by those letters and seals.

Smart saw all aror¡nd him Ín natural ob-iects com¡m¡nications from

God spelled out in th.e very letters of the divine language. He saw, in

effect, "God revealed " in vegetalole generatien" - '

For the Lupine professes h;is Saviour in Grain.

For the very Hebrew letter is fairly graven
upon his Seed.
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For with diligence the whol-e Hebrew Atphabet may
be found in a parcel of his seed. (C, 77-79)

The watermel-on, presumably because of its mottled seeds, is for Smart

another of the "mar¡uscripts of Almighty God" (C, 1I9). One of the most

sicrnificenf of 1-þs divine letters is ! --the Hebrew letter Lamed, which
f

ís the equivalent of the English l-etter "l-". This association, however,

as Bond. points out, suggests to Smart the Hebrew word'ulr8 which means

God, since he sees Lamed, Godrs sign, on numerous natural objects--

"on the fibre of some leaf in every Treer" "upon every hair both of man

and beastr" "in the constituent particles of airr" and "in the stars

the sun and in the Moon" (e2, 477,48O,486,49O).

Smart's fascination with language is understandable since/ as a

poet, language was the raw material of his life's work. Just as God. is

perceived as the Creator Whose po¡lrer is of the Word, Smart defines him-

self in terms of language: he is the "man gifted in the word" (C, 57)

whose purpose is to "Confess [CoA'sJ presence and report his praise."

The poet is r:nique among men because he is privileged. to use language

not only to further benevolence in the world, as is man's function, but

to add directly to the vocal- chorus of praise. Smart evidently feels

that he has God.'s help and guidance in this venture, for he tells us

that "the word of God is a sword on my side" (Bt, 20), and that "the

blessing of God hath been on my epístles, which I have written for the

benefit of others" (B1, I25).

One of the most intriguing of Smartrs beliefs about poetic lan-

guage is his theory of "impression". He considers that his chief
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poetic excellence is the ability to "give an impression upon words by

punching, that when the reader casts his eye upon tem, he takes up

Ëhe image from the mould wch I have made" (82, 4O4). The imagery of

this statement, as Bond points out, "d.erives from the process of tlzpe-

founding, in which a matrix receives the impression of a punch and is

then placed in a mould to cast l-etters."9 Unfortunately, however,

Smart does not illustrate his definition with any clear examples in the

body of the ,ooem" This theory is re-stated in plainer terms in the

introducÈion to Smart's verse translation of Horace (L767)z

Impression . is a talent or gift of Almighty
God, by which a Genius is empowered to throw an
emphasis upon a word. or sentence in such wise,
that it cannot escape any reader of sheer good
sense or true critical- sagacitylO

although here again he neglects to specify the means by which this

effect is achieved.

Recent critical exarninations of the poem have ind.ulged in a good.

deal of speculation as to the precise meaning of this artistic credo.

Robert sari-'z, for instance, interprets it to mean primarily the tech-

nique of expressing a complex id.ea in a singre word or compact phrase,

and notes that this had been ad,vanced as one of the fundamental

characteristics of Hebrew poetry by contemporary theorists" Anthony

Blackwel-l- had asserted in his Sacred. Classics Defended (1725) that the

character of Hebrew is such that "one word . qives vou a satis-

factory account of the chief and distinguishing property or quality

of the thing or person nr*'¿. "lf And Bishop Lowth had discussed the

way the nr-ind adapts the description "to its oi,m sensations," detail-
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ing "new and extraordinary forms of expression . .fwhichJin some

d.egree imitate or represent the present habit and state of the so,rl . "l2

It is necessary to be familiar with the Hebrew language to know

whether these exb.remely vague statements contain anv reâl eritical

understanding of ancient Hebrew poetry, but it must be adm-itted that

they are of no help whatever in defining the peculiar merit of Smart's

poetic idiom.

Patricia Spacks befieves that the theory of "impression" refers

to "the detiberate juxtaposition of opposites, the constant insistence

^h +L^ I il-^-.^^^ .-.i+L.i- ^^*^^.:!i^- !L^ ^--^-:!i ^ 
f 3urr Lrrc r--Llrerless within opposition, the opposition in likenessf 'rt

while Robert Brittain feels that it must be "the artful grouping of

words within the phrase, the use of r¡nfan-iliar grammatical construct-

;^-^ +L^ -i!^--^!i^- ^Ê _^---a - -L4ru¡¡Ðr Lr¡e art=totion of normal arrangement"*- which he finds to be the

most distinctive feature of smartts work. Brittain concludes thac

Smart had in n-ind primarily manipulation of slmtax when he formed the

theory of "impression" because of the wording of smart's prose trans-

lation of one of the rules of the Ars Poetica:

fn the interspersing of his words too he must be nice
and wary. You wiII express yourself admirably wel1, if
a clever connection should. impress an air of novelty to
a common word. f5

Brittain admits that Smartrs d.efinition of "impression" is "incon-

clusive," but cl-aims that "the examples he cites il_Iustrate what he
-t6'

understood by it. "*- The examples that he quotes, however,--"O well

is thee, and happy tt¡-ou shal-t be! " "Her ways are \,rays of pleasantness,

and all her paths are peacer" and "How great is his goodnessi and how
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with any clarity a r:nique or unusual tlpe of poetic expression"

In fact, it is probably a mistake to attempt to find in the

doctrine of "impression" the key to Smart's individual stlzle. Very

likely, he did not intend it as such" Smartrs notion of "impression"

is rather a brilliant description of the nature of al-l poetic process.

The ultimate aim of any poet is to convey to his readers a powerful

personal understanding of a complex or abstract idea by whatever

techniques comprise his particular style-- in effect, to "give an

impression upon words by pwrching, that when the reader casts his

eye upon tem, he takes up the image from the mould."

Although Smart's theorizing about the mystical significance of

language appears abstruse and even baffling at times, many of the

instances of idiomatic peculiarity can be e>çlained. by reference to

known influences on his work. Robert Brittain arsues that Smart's

unusual style in his later poetry

is accor¡nted for principally by a combination of three
elements, each perfectly rational in itself but not else-
where found combined with the others" These elements are
derived from the three forms of art which Smart apparently
admired above all other; Hebrew poetry, the poetry of
Horace, and eighteenth-century music.17

An wrderstanding of the techniques of Hebrew poetry certainly

helps to explairì one feature of the poem which seems at first glance

to make pure nonsense of many verses; that is, the abrupt transitions

in thought, both within a line and from one line to the next. In

Fragrnent 81, for example, we find I'Let Nagge rejoice with the Perri-
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winkle--'for the rain it raineth every day"' (Bl, 1g9). There is no

readily apparent connection between the two harves of the verse, not-

\,rithstand.ing steadrs rather feeb]e specutation that "the profusion

of winkles reminds him of the raind.rops without numbet,, 18 --s*art is

much more likely here to be referring to the ftower than the mollusc.

we may never be abl-e to penetrate the precise thought pattern r,vhich

led smart to make this observation, but it is interestinq to learn

that' according to Lowth, Hebrew poetry also employed this sort of
ttfTee association" or "stream-of-consciousness" construction. T,olvth

claimed that Hebrew prophetic poetry "possesses all- that genuine

enthusiasm, which is the natural attendant on inspiration. " This

enthusiasm exhibÍts "the true and. express image of a mind vioLently

-^.i +-+^JqylLaLc(r . . . uhe secret avenues, the interior reqesses of the soul

are thrown open; the inmost conceptions are displayed rushing

together in one turbid stream without ord.er or connexion, " and these

passions express themselves "by employing new a¡d extraord.inary
lgforms."-- Francis D. Adams feels that many of the abrupt shifts in

the poem reflect Smart's d.eliberate attempt to catch this feelino nf

"hasty confusion. "2O

once the principle is r.:nderstood., the thought processes behind

many of these associations can be r:nravelled; for instance, behind.

"Let rabbaoth rejoice with Goldy Locks. God be mercifur to my wifer"

(C, I28) or "Let Hoare, house of Hoare rejoice with Crysopis a

precious stone of a gold,-colour" God be gracious to John Rust"

(D, 59). At times, this associationism lead.s smart from one line to
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be a connection between t'Chimhamr " "Chineser" and 'rToi" in l-ines 77-

78; and in Fragment D Smart moves from "Let Hook, house of Hook . . . "

to "Let Crook, house of Crook . . . " (D, 4-5) presumably on the

memory of the ad.age, "By hook or by crook . . .". The association

between the two halves of 81, 84--"Let Eliada reioice with the Gier-

eagle who is swift and of great penetration/ Eor r bl-ess the Lord

Jesus for the memory of GAY, POPE, and süIrFT"--is rather more complex,

containing elements of pr:nning as weLl_ as free association.

Perhaps even some very abrupt shifts in subject matter can be

accounted for by this technique" The section on the word "bull" (F,2,

676-696) ends with "For Fire is under Bull," and the line immediaterv

following is "For T will consider my Cat Jeoffryr" which begins a

section of 74 l-ines on smartrs cat. Presumabry, the exercise on "bul-l"

had prepared. the way for another section on a member of the alimal kinq-

dom, while the "Fire" which is "rrnder BulI,,' suggested to Smart the

"el-ectrical skin a glaring eyes" with which Jeoffry "counteïacts the

povzers of darkness" and "keeps the Lordts watch in the night against

the adversary. "

Many times the progression from line to line seems to be triqqered

merely by sound:

Let Zalaph rejoice with Rose-bay.

Let Halohesh rejoice with Ambrosia, that bears a
fruit like a club"

Let Malchiah Son of Rechab rejoice with the Rose-
colour'd flowring Rush. (C, 1U-113)
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some associations seem to be simply a type of play, a delight in the

sounds of words and specul-ation on mystical relationships based on

those sor:nds:

Let Jebus bless with the Camelopard, which is
good to carry and to parry and to kneel. (A, g3)

Let Agrippa, which is Agricola, rejoice with
Elops, who is a choice fish. (Bl, I37)

Let Jona rejoice with the Vüilk--Vüilks. lriilkie,
and Wilkinson bless the name of the Lord Jesus.
(81 , 173 )

smart appears to sense mystícal possibilities even in alpha-

betical arrangement of objects. There is a fragrmentary alphabetical

series of fish in Bl-, which ranges from "coracinus who is bl-ack a¡rd

peculiar to \Iiler" (238) through "carus, who is a kind of Lobster,',

(244) to "Holothuria which are prickly fishes" (249). section D lists

series of herbs beginning with "t" and. \^/ith "h" (r4g-155; 157-169).

The siginificance of these series must unfortunatel-y remain hidden to

smartrs readers, as he faired to distil-l- his speculations into an

explicit statement of theory.

Patricia spacks has demonstrated in detail the complexitv of

reference in the two parts of verse B1, 94, superficially connected

only by sound:

Let Naharai. Joahts armour-bearer rejoice with
Rock who is a bird. of stupendous magnitude.

For the Lord is my ROCK and I am the bearer of his CROSS.

In this instance,

the thought of the mythical- roc immedíately renr_ind.s
him of its homonym. He spells the bird,s name "Rock,"
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and asserts the essential identity of words which
superficially seem rel_ated. onty by sound . .
Smart . " . stresses the connection between this
minor Biblical characterfnatrarai the armour-
beare. -'lr of Davidj . and the ,,stupendous" power
of the enormous legendary bird. The relatively
insignificant emblem of strength and the vastest
rejoice together. In the antiphonal response,
the "stupendous magrnitude" of the bird. merges
with a magnitud.e more stupendous stitl: that of
God. In this wayo the literal meaning of roc
merges with the metaphorical meaning of Ig"kk,
and. an essential identity emerges where only an
accidental verbal sim:ilarity appeared to exist,

. SmarE., too, insists on the identity be_
tween God, the Rock, and. Christ; he also reveals
a pattern of logical counterpoint: God or Christ
as Rock provid.es a foundation and shelter for
man, yet man can metaphorically bear the burden
of Christts cross. Smart, the speaker of the
poem, is thus connected (as "bearer") with the
insiginificant armor-bearer of the Old Testament,
and both simultaneously contrast and unite with
images of ultimate nright.21

The poetry aj:id criticism of Horace \4ras a second profor:nd influence

on smart's idiom. The furrest accoi:nt of smart's r:nderstandinq of

Horace is contained in his verse translation and the preface to it

which were published in L767, four years after Smart was released from

the madhouse. Ho\n/ever, since he must have been contemplatinq Horatian

theories whil-e he was prod.ucing the prose version which appeared in 1756,

it is justifiable to use the verse translation and preface also as aids

to understanding Jubilate 4sr'ìo" rn this preface smart claimed that

Horace is not so much an original in respect to his
matter and sentiments (which are rather too frequently
borrowed) as with regard to that unrivalled. peculiarity
of e>çression, which has excited the admiration of al-l
succeeding ages,22

and asserted that he had tried to preserve this stylistic quality in
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the translation.

Smart found in Horace's poetic theory sanction for the use of old

words, coinage of new ones, and the use of an unusua] word or of a word

in an unusual sense. This first dictum smart rendered. in his prose

version as, "sundry words shall revive which now have receded.,,23

Evidently Smart was attracted by this idea , fey, as well as examples

cited from the Seatonian poeflìs and many instances in his later works,

we find in Jubil-ate Agno "conceit" used in the obsolete sense of

"thought"--"For they will do it in conceit, word, and motionr" (C,

I15), and j-nstead of "yearn, " "earnr" (Bl, L65r B2t 674); a legit-
)4imate eighteenth-century usage, as Bond points out,o= but already old-

fashioned.

Horace also advocated. inventing new words, in a passage which

Smart transl-ated as:

If it happens to be expedient to illustrate some abstruse
subjects by new invented terms; it will foflow that you
must coin words never heard. of by the old-fashioned Cethegi:
and a dispensation will be granted if used with moderation:
and. new a¡d l-atel-y coined words wil_l have more credit if thev
descend from a Greek fountain sparingly deduced.25

Brittain notes that "Smart took the warnings about moderation more

seriousry than the grant of permission, but he did. occasionally coin

a word."-- Thus we discover that in Jubilate Agno, the invention of

the words "existimation," (Bl, 3) meaning "the esteem in which I am

held, " from existimare; "bea-n, " (Bl, f45) a verb, perhaps from the

noun bene, a prayer; and "II$NATAT]ON" (82, 346) to describe the

swimming motion of the bl-ood corpuscles, is justified by Horatian

precepE.
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The use of an unusual- word, or of a conmen word in an unusual

sense is the third aspect of Horace's "r¡rrrivalled pecul-iarity of ex-

pressionr" which smart strove to emulate. Brittain has pointed our

a note to the verse translation which seems to indicate beyond doubt

that smart's practise, at l-east at this stage, and probably earlier,

was intentional. smart placed an asterisk beside the word "convev"

in his translation of one of the od.es, and explained in a footnore:

"A word attempted in the peculiarity of Horace--grant by delegation,
)'7

make over your right. "-'

There are many examples of extremely effective use of this tech-

nique in Jubirate Agno. He forms an adjective from the word "candy"

and. uses it to d.escribe the crystall-ized quality of frost and snow, as

well as a substalce called "ei,aowfCf,,,which may be mica. To Smart,

this element is "candied by the sun, and of d.iverse corours" (Bl, 199) "

He makes greatest use of precise yet curious verbs to cornrnimicate his

vision of the world as a prace of activity and. pïocess, arl directed

toward God. A rain-water fountain will "prank itself into ten thou-

sand agreeable forms" (81, 210); mercury "where it is stinted. of

air . will- adhere together & stretch on the reverse" (BI, 215).

The most striking use of peculiar verbs in the poem j-s contained. in

the affectionate portrait of Smart's cat, Jeoffry. Smart seems to

capture the very esserì.ce of the catrs motions through his highly in-

dividual use of words; Jeoffry "brisks about the life" (82, 722),

"camels his back" (82, 756) , can "spraggle upon waggle" (82, 750), and

"tread to all the measures upon the musick" (82, 768) . Robert Saltz
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has commented that the phrases "he rolls upon prank" (82, 7O2) ,

and "he rolls upon wash" (82, 710)

a1most resist grammatical analysis because "prank"
and "wash" have been treated as objects rather than
actions. They are removed. from their usual contexts,
with the result that our sense of what the cat does
and of how he does it is opened up.28

The third element which Brittain presents as a peculiar feature

of Smart's idiom, and which he presumes has its origin in Smart's

interest in contemporary music, he describes as "a sense of arrange-

ment of material which produces an effect like that. of a very compli-
)q

cated cor:nterpoint in music""-- He further explains this technique

by saying that Smart

carefully selects and arranges his words in such a
manrì.er that the extent of their reference is doubled
and tripled. . a specific word., phrase, or image,
is chosen and it is placed in a certain position
because only by such selection and such placing can
it be made to refer to one or more minor themes with-
out losing any of the force of its statement of the
theme which happens at the moment to be dominant.,3O

Brittain does not, hovrever, distinguish clearly between his idea of

contrapuntal- arrangrement and the "artful grouping of words within the

phrase," which he believes Smart derived from llorace, and which, in

his opinion, constitutes the technique of "impression" "

It seems more useful to cfass the intricate "patterns of
?l

allusion, association, and reference"-* in Jubilate Agno as one

feature of Smartrs style. Whether he was modelling himself on

Horace or on eighteenth-century music, we have no way of knowing,

but critics other than Brittain have remarked on the similarity of
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form with the ratter. I{. Moerwlm Mercha¡t, for example, comments in

his study, "Patterns of Reference in Smart's Jubilate Agno," that

"many of the verses in the fragments where the Let and For el_ements

survive in their proper relation have the complexity of intricate

musical cor:nterpoint."32 Mercha¡rt examines in detail interwoven

significances of many lines in the poem, and. it is worth quoting here

his analysis of what he calls "the finest example in the poem" of

"contrapuntal" wit, verse pair 9 in Fragment Bl-:

Let Chesed rejoice with Strepsiceros, whose rdeapons
are the ornaments of his peace.

For I preach the very GOSPEL of CHRIST without comrnent
c with this weapon shal_l I slay enw.

l{erchant observes:

There is not a redr¡ndant or unpointed phrase in
this verse. We begin with Strepsiceros; this is the
Addax, or tcrook-hornrt an African antelope with
long twisted horns, 'suitable for lyres.' [ffi"y]
Here then is a beast whose tweapons ar:e the orna-
ments of his peace, t the tornamentt (harp or lyre)
of particular significance to Smart, both in A Song
to David and Jubilate Agno. Chesed is a word of
equal sigrrificance, meaning in Hebrew 'mercy, Ìoving-
kindnessr' the qualities complementary to the law.
It is then especially appropriate as a correspondence
with the 'GOSPEL of CHRIST' in the For verse, since
Chesed would be the most appropriatã-Çeapon with
which to 'slay êîvyr' as David himself with his harp
slew the enw of Saul.33

Some of the associations which he discovers seem to me rather far-

fetched, for example, his interpretation of verse pair 91 in Fragment

ÉLi

Let Ziba rejoice with Glottis whose tongue is
wreathed in his throat.
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For I am the seed of the WELCH WOMAN and speak the
truth from my heart.

Merchant, referring to Stead.ts note, quoted by Bond., that Gl-ottis is

a quail with a long tongue, suggests that "there is a return to tender

playfulness in this oblique reference to !'Iel-sh garrulity in his

associating 'the wELcH woMAN' (his mother, winifred Griffiths) with a

long-tongued bird; but there is a further pun crossing the verses:

ZIba (2 Samuel ix) means'plant' (cf. Aramic for'twig'), which is
?L

taken up in the second part, 'the seed of the IIELCH WOMAN. rtt-- How-

ô\7ôr i+ ìc ìmnassjþle to declare that Smart did not intend even suchv vu! t

obscure references.

Further, Albert J. Kuhn has commented on the appropriateness of

the creatures paired with the New Testament figures in Fragment B1:

Many of these associations are only generally relevant
to these tfishers of menrt but a few are particularly,
and wittily, appropriate, as when he has James (writer
of the npistle) rejoicing with the skuttle-Fish, 'who
foil-s his foe bv the effusion of his ink. 'rf,

Arthur Sherbo has offered an explanatíon of several passages in

the light. of Masonic symbols and associations.36 And even Fragment D,

of which Bond says, "The choice of names . appears to be almost

completely random and. r:nsystematic, and. usually they have no real-

association with the naturat objects to which they are l-inked,"37 ntt

yietded some fascinating relationships. Francis D. Adams argues per-

suasively that "like the earlier sections, the D fragment is rich in

wordplay--usually bilingual Latin and English, or Greek and English

puns--and that this wordplay, though idiosyncratic, frequently can
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account for the choices smart makes in rinking natural objects and

proper names." An example of such word-play can be found in verses

l-9 and 198:

Let Man1y, house of Manly rejoice with the Booby
a tropical bird.

Let Allcock, house of Allcock rejoice with the King
of the lrTavows a strange fowl_. I pray for the whole
University of Cambridge especíally Jesus College
"this bl-essed dav.

Adams notes that "the tropical bird, 'Booby,t--al_so a 'dunce,, or
rstupid fel-l-owr--is related by contrast to the positive masculine

attributes suggested by 'Manly, house of Manly.' 'Al-fcock'--the
rgreatest possible cock--is linked to that 'strange fowl,t the King

of the Vr/avows' (my italics¡."rö Adams concludes that, whi]e these

relationships are not al-l- immediately apparent, "their existence

suggests that within the superficial order which men usually see,
?o

Smart envisions another, internal order.""-

Many of the patterns of reference in the rest of the poem are based

on puns, in English as well as nurtilingual puns involving Latin, Greek,

and. Hebrew. Both Stead and Bond noted some of these pr:ns in their

editions, for example in 81, 3,--"Let Shelumiel rejoice with Olor, who

is of a goodly savour, . "--where Smart connects OIor, meaning "swan, "
40with olere, meaning "to savour of" or "to smell of."-" Again, he writes,

"Let Jubal rejoice with Caecilia, the woman and the slow-worm praíse the

name of the Lord, " (Bl , 43). Bond notes that "Caecilia" means lizard

and that the line associates Jubal, the inventor of music, with St.

l-a¡ì I i: itq n:J-rnn "4I Þaa¡r¡lìñõ \rôrcô ??tr in F.ragment 82, "For
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quotes Steadts note that Quippe qui in-videant means "because they

see into things; a pun on invideant, they "nuy.'42
In his note to verse 38, Fragment A, Bond speculates that "the

Hebrew for beetl-e, chargol, may have been suggested by the name

Chalcolr" and adds "If this is not merely coincidence, it is one of

the very few instances in the poem of a possible association of ideas
4?

based. on a knowledqe of Hebrew."-- Charles Parish's examination of

the meanings of a great many of the Hebrev/ names which form part of

Smart's chorus of praise, and possible associations within the verses

in which they occur has shown, however, that Smart must have had some

knowledge of the language, and that more than likely many of the double

meanings were intentional. His first example, and, in his own opiníon,

the best one, concerns verse 97 in Fragment C:

Let Geshem (which is Rain) rejoice with Kneehol-m.
Bl-essed be the name of the Lord Jesus for Rain and.
his family and for the plenteous rain this day.
April 9th 1761. N.S.

lVhereas Bond has noted, "There is no sanction in the Bibfe for any

association of Geshem with rain," Parish points out that, "as Smart

saysf Geshem is rain; the name and the word "rain" are identical:

r* pll I u44LIV ä.
a flrrtfrer example, and a more subtle

Let Abiah rejoice wíth Morphnus
passage to the Heavens.

For Abiah is the father of Joab
Romans and English Men"

one, is found. in BI,

who is a bird of

and Joab of all
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Countering Bondts note that "Abiah was not the father of Joab,"

Parish e>çlains that

these quite different names . are identical in
meaning, a fact that Smart could know only by being
abte to read. HebrewtiJt).ku C'aviya), "falhe; is vårelb \À k 'iê ?åther. " The entire verseJ¡\ Ï tyo'âv,l r "Yan
is líeaven oriented. The pun of the names gives, E
cadence of "God" and "father" with the tlpically
Smartian observation that God the father is the
father of "a11 Romans and English Men" (but def-
initely not of the French).45

Jubilate Agno remains an intriguing and puzzJ'íng document, but it

is no longer so enig,matic as it once appeared. Critical- research has

shown that many of the problems caused by Smart's slmtactic and semantic

peculiarities can be explained., if not finally solved, by known styl-

istic influences, and has suggested that many of these peculiarities

were intentional. The poem certainly refl-ects a mind that was dis-

ordered. and obsessed, but j-t also testifies to the authorrs consummate

skill with words. Smart often succeed.s in communicatinq to the sane

and earth-bound majority beyond the madhouse walls a jubílant vision of

patterns of spiritual harmony underlying the apparent discord of every-

day life. For Smart, "lang'uage, in its broadest sense, is an expression
46of variety in order, as well as a means of formulating that order."*"

His highty individual id.iom is understandable and acceptabte when it is

viewed as the means to transmute his inner vision into words; in his

eyes, at least, "lively subtlety is acceptable to the Lord" (4, 84).
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CHAPTER IV

The UnifÍed Vision of A Sonq to David

The image of christopher smart scratching sta¡.zas from A song to

David with a key on the wainscot of his madhouse chamber no lonqer has

the power it apparently once had to prejudice readers against t}.e poem.

The song was published on April 8, L763, just nine weeks after smart

was released from the mental asylum, l u.rrd. the tone of the earLy reviews

suggests that the vision of Bedlam influenced eighteenth-century critics

even more tha¡ certain semantic peculiarities in the poem. John Lanq-

thorne, who was the first to review the song, in the Monthly Review of

April, L763, and who began the legend of the key and the wainscot,2

assumed that the poem \^zas the product of madness. The review is not

completely r:nfavorable, but it is biased by his knowredge of smart's

condition. He wrote:

From the sufferings of this ingenious gentleman,
we coufd not but expect the performance before
us to be greatly irregular; but we shall certainlv
characteríze it more justly, if we call it
irregularly great" 3

The critical- Review commented that there $ias 'great rapture and

devotion . . . discernible in this ecstatic song. rt is a fine piece

of ruins, and must at once please and. affect a sensible mind.,,,4 again

not wholly condenrratory, but carrying the suggestion that the poem was

not quite to be taken seriously" There was V{illiam Mason's now famous
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remark in a letter to Gray: "I have seen his Song to David, and from

thence conclude him as mad as everr"S and Boswell's comment in a letter

to Sir David Dalrymple: "I have sent you Srnart's Song to David, which

is a very curious cornposition, being a strange mixture of dr¡n obscure
6

and glowing genius at times."- Even twenty years after Smartts death

his nephew, Christopher Hunter, excluded A Song to David from his

edition of The Poems of the Late Christopher Smart, on the grounds

that it showed "melanchol-v proofs of Smart's estranqement of mind."7

It is not known, in fact, whether Smart composed A Song to David

while he was in the madhouse. Arthur Sherbo, Smartrs most recent

biographer, argues that Smart must have been working on the Song at

least part of the time he was in confinement, partly because he does

not bel-ieve the poem could be conceived and completed in nine weeks.

and partly because of the many thematic similarities between the Song

a
and. Jubilate Agnor" but there is no conclusive evidence on this point.

However, it does not seem profitable to debate at length the time of

the Songls composition; it is not the fr:nction of the literary critic

to judge a poem on the basis of the authorrs supposed mental condition.

In any case, it is very doubtful whether any modern reader,

accustomed as he is to strangeness and obscurity in poetry, would see

in A Song to David the ravings of a madman, even at a first reading-

There are admittedLy some difficul-ties in the poemf but the features

whích disturbed Smart's contemporaries--the incantatory metre, exotic

images, and abrupt shifts in subject--do not suggest insanity to us.

Moreover, apart from a more objective critical stance, modern readers
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century lacked--namely, Jubilate Agno.

The exotic images and complex word patterns of Jubilate have in

Tecent years afforded so muchr scope for critical ingenuity that it is

perhaps advisable to emplrasize once nore that this poem is not a

finished work of art, however much temptation there may be to regard it

as such. Smart may have begun Jubilate Agno as a contribution to a new

Anglican liturgy, mod.elled on Hebrew antiphonal poetry, but he did not

or couLd not sustain this intention. The composition becomes increas-

ingly disordered and esoteric toward the end untit, in Fragment D, the

meaning of many lines can only be guessed at. The deeply personal

nature of much of the poem, the random appearance of signrÍficarit themes

at various points throughout the manuscrJ.pt, (for example, the three

fragmentary exercises on alphabetical arrangement, and the interspersed.

references to David and to Isaac Newton), the excessive use of free

association, and, most of all, the fact that Smart himsetf never pub-

l-ished or discussed the work, all suggest that Jubilate Agino became,

quite early on, primarily a sort of poet's notebook wherein Smart noted

his ideas on poetic theory and experimented with stylistic techniques.

This poetic journal of Smart's religious mania does, however, provide

insights into many of the subjects, and some of the stylistic techniques

to be for¡nd in A Song to oavidr and this chapter proposes to examine

Smart's masterpiece in the light of this document.

It is immediately evident on studying the two works in con-

jr.nction that they have certain fundamental themes in common, notably
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Smartts unceasing concern with gratitude arrd praise, and his pre-

occupation with the psalmist David. but there are also several smaller

yet still significant indications of tlre close relationship between

them. One of these is found in the second stanza of the Song, where

we are totd that one of Davidts duties as "servant of Godts holiest

charg,e" is to "send the year to his accountr/ with dances and with

songs."- The composition of Jubilate Agno was a similar task for

Smart, who was beginning to assÌnne in his own mind the role of an

eighteenÈh-century David. tr{e know that he worked steadily at the

manuscript from the beginning of his confinement and composed between
'lô

one and three pairs of lines a day at various periods.-- Evidently,

an important furrction of the document was to record the passíng of the

days of Smartrs confinement--to "send the year to his accor:nt," with

poetry rather thal dances and sorlgs.

The puzzling stanzas which associate "the pi-llars of the Lord"

with the days of the week have to this day eluded concl-usive critical

explication, but it is interesting to know that this idea had been in

Smartrs mind since the composition of the Seatonian poem, On the

Eternity of the Supreme Beingr wltere he wrote of "The two Prime Pillars

of the universe,/ CreaLíon and Redemption. . ." (Eternity, p- 224),

and. that it surfaced again in a notation of Fragrment B1 of Jubilate

Agno: "For he hath fixed the earth upon arches e pillars, and the

flames of hell frow r:nder it" (81' 158) - These severar references to

an architectural conception of the universe may have their source in

Smart's connection with Masonry, which is mentioned explicitly in
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Jubilate Agno--"For I am the Lord's builder and free & accepted MASON

in cHRrsr ,fESUS" (Bl, r09) .

Furthermore, Smart apparentl-y tried, at least intermittently, to

put into practise in the Song some of the poetii theories he considered

in Jubilate Agrro. His stiLl obscure pronouncenents on the association

of rhymed words with musical instruments, for example--"For the harp

rimes are sing ring, string & the like" (82,589)--presumably in-

fluenced the key rhymes, "kings" and "rings," in the first stanza of

the Song, which introduces the psalmist's harp.

In Jubilate Agino, as we have seen, Smart had developed the con-

cept of the cosmos as a chorus of praise in which Godrs creatures

participate as "hamony" (good) or "discord." (evil) , usually through

the invo}.mtary perfornuing of their natural functions. The same world-

view is reflected in A Song to Davj.d, but thris poem insists much less

on the evil in the world. Here again, the principal discordant note is

the resul-t of man's denying his God-given instinct for benevolence--

Smart tells us that man is ideally "the semblance and effect/ Of God

and Love, the Saint elect,/ For infinite applause" (fI5-fI7)--and

becoming "Devourj-ng man" (141) who destroys fish and fowl, and disturbs

the gems "lrThich hid in earth from man"s d.evice" (152). In the Song,

however, the more subtle treatment of the theme of evil has the effect

of emphasizing the positive energy of good.. Where Jubilate Agir-ro was

at least as much private meditation as conscious art, the Song is in-

tended as an r:nqualified tribute to God through the praise of His

psalmist David, and it accomplishes its purpose by gloriously affinning
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the divine power while at the same time recognizing the forces that

stand against it.

Finally, it v¿ill he noticed that alnost invariably, ideas which

are little more tharr rougtr- jottings in Jubilate have been transformed

into skitlfully polished images in the Song. For example, "Let

Eleazar with the Ermine serve the Lord decently and in purity" (4,

77) becomes "And ermine, jealous of a speckr/ With fear eludes offence"

(368-369); and "For I bless God in a]l gums ç balsams & every thing

that ministers relief to the sick, " (81, Il0) becomes

Trees, plants, and flow'rs--of virtuous root;
Gem yielding blossom, yielding fruit,
Choice gums and precious balm. (L27-L29)

Perhaps the best example is "Let Thomas rejoice with the Sword-Fish,

whose aim is perpetual & strength insuperable," (Bl' 129) which Smart

condenses into two lines which convey the very essence of swiftness

and power:

Strong through the turbulent profoi:nd
Shoots xiphias to his aim. (449-450)

A consideratíon of A Song to David against this background

suggests, then, that the disordered ramblings of Smart's madhouse years

served as the raw material for the highly ordered and formal poem which

is his masterpiece. I believe, j.n fact, that the Song is the finished

form of what Smart had in mind when he prayed, in JubiLate Agrno.,"the

Lord Jesus . translate my MAGNIFICAT into verse and represent it"

(Bl, 43). In both poems, Smart was concerned to celebrate the mar-

vellously diverse elements of the inner, spiritual world as well as of
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the outer, physical world, and to show that they are bound into subtle

and. complex relationshr-ips by ttr-eir common origin in God and their

conmon purpose--Èo praise and magnify nis name. A Song to David, how-

ever, illustrates wiÈh brilliant inunedùacy, through- its intricate'

highly ordered thematic and. structural patternsr ând through imagery,

the very "order, truth, and beauty" (308) which it glorifies.

Smart delights in the paradox that the almost incomprehensible

variety of things in the world is the product of an all-encompassing,

perfectly-ordered p1an. He asserts this idea of divine plan ex-

plicitly several times in the poem' notably in the stanza which in-

troduces the pillars of wisdom:

The pillars of the Lord are seven'
Which stand from earth to topmost heav'n;
His wisdom d.rew the plan;
His V'IORD accomplished the desigin,
From brightest gem to deepest mine,
From CHRIST enthron'd to man. (175-f80)

Acknowl-edgement of the Great Chain of Being is implicit in the list of

the subjects of Davidts song. In stanzas 18-26, Smart ranges from God'

through the angels, to man, the world, plants, animals, birds, fishes,

to inalimate gems. Admittedly. he does not adhere strictJy to the

accepted scheme; in his list, plants are higher ín the scale than

animals--here and. elsewhere his deep love of gardening is reflected--

but he is obviously in the traditional tine of thought. As in Jubilate

Agno, Smart rejoices in the multiplicity of created things--"man, beast.

mute, the small and great" (479), but he continually stresses the fact

that Godts will informs and directs them all:
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Smart sees the divine pattern even in non-material things--for

example, in the passing of time. The days of the week were not crea-

ted casually, but each for a specific purpose, of which "oMEGA" is

the "GREATEST and the BEST, " for it "Stands sacred to the day of rest"

(2L8-2L9) when God "gave the r:¡iverse his goal" (22I) - Seasons

change in a predictable order that affirms this goal. Finally, he sees

a divine pattern in the whole scope of earthly a]ld heavenly time:

Turn from Ol-d Adam to the New;
By hope futuritY Pursuei
Look upwards to the past. (280-282)

The noem r s r i ah.t-l rz-l¡n.i r ct ruqlure is itse lf an implicit assertionIrrç yvç¡rr Ð urYr¡LrJ

of Smart's belief in the divine order underlying the apparent con-

fusion of life. On first reading, the poem may seem to be some\tfhat

rambling, but on closer inspection the stanzas are found to be grouped

in intricate patterns of threes and sevens or their multiples--the

mystic numbers. Raymond D. Havens' in his iltunuinating article on

',The Structure of Smart's Song to David," has analyzed the formal

pattern of the poem as foll-ows:

The "Song" begins with three stanzas of
invocation, which are foll-owed by fourteen
(twice seven) describing David, by nine
(thrice three) which give the subjects of
which he sings, and. by three recoi¡nting the
results of his singing; then comes a group
of nine consisting of an introductory stanza,
seven devoted to the seven "pillars of the
Lord, " and. a concluding stanza; then an
introduction, a group of nine stanzas that
summarizes the Biblical moral code, and a
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conclusiont then a stanza introd.uctory to
the three groups that follow, each of seven
stanzas dealing with adoration; and finally
five groups of three which treat of earthly
delights and of the greater delight in each
field to be found in God. lI

He also observes that these are certainly intentional d,j-visíons "since

nearly alf are indicated by obvious verbal- peculiarities or are pointed.

out in Smart's argumenL.'L2 Admittedly, this argument is rather con-

€..^.i-.^ -^ ^ ^,..i rruÞr¡¡y qr q yulue tO the poem aS it dOeS nOt mention groups Of threeS

and sevens, and does not afways recognize these divisions which are

clearly marked in the poem" Havens has conjectured that Smart pro-

bably "wrote the argument when in haste--perhaps at the request of the

printer--and some time after he composed the poem, or when in such a

mental state that he overlooked what he had originally emphasized., ot

when he did not think it worth while to call attention to the elaborate

structure he had devised."13

Other critics who have commented on the Song's structure have

tended to agree with Havens' analysis, with only slight differences of

inter¡rretation. For example, whereas Havens takes stanza 5l to be

first of a group of seven stanzas which make up the first "Adoration"

section, Patricia Meyer Spacks sees it as an introduction to the

"Adoration" section, foll-owed by four groups of three dealing with each

of the four seasorr".14 and Robert Brittain considers this stanza to be

the l-ast of "another group of three, serving as a transitiona] passage

between the portions of the poem that are chiefly devoted to David and

the sections devoted primarily to the great central theme of praise. "l5
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Havens is careful to note that Smartts adherence to this

structure is not perfect. For example:

The seventeenth stanza does not have the
form of those that precede or those that
follow, and its subject, David's "muse,"
1inks it with the subsequent rather than
the antecedent group; yet it must be joíned
to the antecedent group if that is to
consist of fourteen stanzas.f6

There are other irregn:larities; in the section which Smart calls ín

his Argument "an exercise upon the decaloguer" we would expect ten

stanzas instead of eight. Further, the stanzas do not all refer to

the Ten Commandments--the section was obviously inspired by both the

Old and Ne\.,ü Testaments. Again, in the group of sta¡zas which Smart

calls "an exercise upon the senses, and how to subdue themr" the

sixth stanza deal-s with the purification of the senses, but the last,

stanza 71, which says that sparrovrs a¡rd swallows find. a home in the

church does not seem to fit into the scheme.

However, Raymond Havens does not consider such "slight irreg-

ularities" more important than "imperfect rimes and distoi:ted accents
17which are very conmon in poetTyt- ' and I am incl-ined to agree with

him. They seem to indicate failure to hold to a plan rather than the

l-ack of one in the first place. Further evidence that Smart \'ras a\{are

of the poem's structural complexity and the function that it served is

found in his ironic response to critics who complained of the confusion

of the Song. He retorted:
This Song is allowed by Mr. Smart's judicious
Friends and enemies to be the best piece ever
mad.e public by him, its chief fault being the
exact Regularity and Method with which it is
conducted. 18
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It is important to observe that th-e formal structure of A song

to David is not dlmanr:ic. Ttr-e poen¡ is not a Progression of ideas, cul-

minating in a logical resolution. srnart does not detail tlre process

by which he arrived at the discovery of th-e oneness of all things in

their relationship to God. That oneness, he makes clear, is a unity

ofbeing,notofbecoming,andthepoemreflectsthisconcept.Inttre

section of the poem which smart labelled t'An Exercise on the Decalogue"'

he has God command Moses to "Tell them I am" (235) ' and

At once above, beneath, around''
AI1 Nature, without voice or sound''
Replied, "o Lord, TiIoU ART" " (238-240)

Smart implies here, and throughout the "AdoÏation" section' that'

while songs such as David's are delightful to the Lord', they are not

the only method of praise. He insists, as he did in Jubilate A,gmo,

that all natural objects, "without voice or soundr" praise God Èhrough

their mere existence. They cannot help it, for they were created for

this purpose, and their very inherent characteristics proclaim the

gloryofGod..JustasaflnatureadoresGodnotbyd.evelopingorbe-

coming,butsimplybyexistingasHecreatedit,theSongd-oesnotneed

a development of ideas to fulfil-l its function. Its "idea" is God' Vùho

does not change or develop, but simply is'

smart communicates this impression Qf oneness most vividly, how-

ever'throughhisunconventionalbutingenioususeoflanguage.

Although he does not use the specific poetic techniques which he ex-

'perimented with in Jubilate egirLo as a stylistic blueprint for A Song

to David--this poem does not employ the Hebraic antiphonal pattern or
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free association of thought, ner does it strive unduly for th-e

Horatia¡r "peculiarity of expression" threugfh unusual use of \{ords,

although tlrere are a few archaisms, such as "grutclr" C286) and "mead"

(149)--the song is, hovrever, a dramatic ittustration of Smart's

theory that language is praìse--that is, that the phenomenon of

language forms part of the cosmic harmony of created things which

adores God. In A Song to David Smarb conveys this idea wittl power-

ful directness by using language to invite the reader to l-ook at

reality in a new way.

The most immediately striking feature of Smart's style is the

exceptional vividness and particularity of his images. In an age which

prized the "grandeur of generality," Smart concentrates instead on the

individual and the unusual" Vegetable and mineral appear always as

particular species or types:

The grass the polyanthus cheques;
And polish'd porphyry reflects,
By the descending rill. (3f0-3f2)

He creates images vibrant with life through the use of i:nexpected mod-

ifiers, for example:

The wealthy crops of whit'ning rice,
'Mongst thyine \{oods and groves of spice, (355-356)

oï

And lvis, with her gorgeous vest
Builds for her eggs her cunning nest" (316-317)

One of the most notable examples of this te.chnique in the entire poem is

the dazzling image in stana 59:

The nectarine his strong tint inbibes,
And apples of ten thousand tribes,
And quick peculiar quince, (352-354)
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where the curious ad-iectives emphasize the exotic nature of the fruit"

Smart's extraordinary imagination and accuracy ín description has the

effect of enhancing the importance of even the minutest physical

properties--reminding us always that in his víew, physical properties

are not only symbols of Godts po\^rer, but actuat manifestations of it.

Another, more direct method Smart uses to make us a\¡lare of this

power around us is to view realíty from the perspective of non-human

things. Among the subjects of David's song he lists fowl: "o e'en

ev'ry beal< and wíng/ Which chear the winter, hail the spring," (133-

I34) implying personification not only of the birds, but also of the

seasons, which can be cheered or, by implication, dismayed- It has

been mentioned earlier that he often tal<es the part of lower creatures

against man; he also shows himsetf in sympathy with ptant life--in his

view" ". . myrtles stay/ To keep the garden from dismay" (364-365) 
"

Even the seasons are capable of active participation in this spirítual

II!8.

To emphasize the idea of nature worshipping God through its

existence, he presents inevitable natural occurrences as acts in praise

of God:

For ADORATION seasons change,
And order, truth, and beauty range, (307-308)

For ADORATION 'mongst the leaves
The gale his peace reports. (335-336)

occasion he intensifies this impression by using nouns as verbs:

Rich almonds colour to the Prirue
For ADORATTON; (313-3f4)
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or uses a verb in an unusual- manner--"The crocus burnishes alive'

\Jo¿).

One of the most forceful ways Smart communicates his vision of

irnity in diversity is by using words to demonstrate how "opposites

become identities when perceived in the light of a relationship to
tq

C'od."t- For instance, in his description of decorative animals--"The

pheasant shows his pompous neck;/ " The sable. viith his glossy

prider" (367-370) arrd decorative plants--""The chearful hoffy, pensive

yew,/ And holy thorn, their trim renew" (373-374), he conveys an

impression of objects of nature taking on the characteristics of art,

this pointing up, but at the same time dim-inishing, the dj-fferences

between the two extremes.

Or again, Smart paints an image which embodies a simultaneous

opposition and reconciliation of the concepts of freedom and restraint:

And, marshal-l'd in the fenced land'
The peaches and pomegranates stand,
lrThere wild carnations blow. (358-360)

The peaches and pomegranates are "marshalledr" and they "stand"--two

word.s which connote rigidity--while the carnations, which are "wildr"

"blow" freely. However, both are found flourishing together in the

"fenced land, " forcing us to the realization that the truest freedom

is to be found within control" It is the language itself which de-

monstrates Smartts idea of the r.:nity of all experience.

In a similar manner, he juxtaposes the concepts of work and play

in the lines

. the beaver plods his task;
While the sleek tigers roLl and bask, (f45-146)
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emphasizing each by associating the familiar beaver with plodding

work, and the exotic tiger with play, yet showing that both are

necessary in the cycle of nature. The two 'fundamental activities

of man, war and recreation, are compared and contrasted. by a very

subtle device. Two of David's functions are

To smite the lyre, the dance complete,
To play the sword and spear, (53-54)

Here Smart rel-ates the two unlike activities by altering the usual

order of the verbs--we would expect "smite" with "swordr" and "play"

with "lyre" "

Smart achieves his greatest triumphs in this area in his port-

rayal of the intricate relationships between outward' physical phen-

omena and inner, spiritual experience. This relationship is sometimes

exemplified by the structure of the stanzas, which are often divided

into two groups of three lines, one group dealing with spiritual

properties, the other with physicaf. One example of many is siuanza 2Oz

Of man--the semblance and effect
Of C.od and Love--the Saint e]ect
For infinite applause--
To rule the land, and briny broad,
To be laborious in his laud'
And heroes in his cause. (II5-f20)

The first three lines summarize the absolute fulfill-ment of man's

spiritual nature, while the last three describe the ideal application

of his physical powers. Thus Smart depicts, in a manner that is the

more forceful for being implicit, the contrary yet complementary aspects

of human nature"
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Sometimes this effect is achieved by associatíng imagies or words

that would normally be opposed. He conveys the impression of a

sn'i ritual unitv r:nderlying the fanciful as well as concrete, for

example, in the invocation where he declares that David's song will

. bless each vall-ey, grove, and coast,
And charm the cherubs to the Post
Of gratitude in throngs. (7-9)

r.â+êr- ha innlrráss a mermaid and her "scal-ed infant" (324) in a series
t ¿¡v ¿¡f v4 ss,

of images of parents and their young,2o trrd places a picture of rocks

pouring forth pure honey, "for ADORATION, " alongside an extremely

realistic image of "polished porphyry" (311) beside a bubbling stream.

On occasion a singl-e word serves to accompl-ish his purpose. The

adjective "gallant," for instance, when used to modify the abstract

noun rrfaith" (34) rather than a person, illustrates the connection

between the two realms. The same effect is achieved in the lines:

Nor is his greatne'ss less adorrd
In the vile worm that glows. (395-396)

Here Smart graphically demonstrates his belief that all creatures from

lowest to highest are equal in their praise of God by renr-inding us

suddenly that it is the "vile" \¡/orm who "glows"-

sometimes he uses the device of applying a single adjective to

both physical and spiritual entities. The entire concluding section of

fifteen stanzas is a variation on this theme. Smart employs the ad-

jectives "sweet, " "strongr " ttbeauteotts r " "precious, tt and. ttglorioust'

to describe first physical objects--"strong is the horse upon his

speed; " @+S) then physical objects \,üith spiritual overtones--"Precious
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the penitential- tear; " (487) and finally, spiritual truths:

Sweeter, with every grace endu'd,
The glory of thY gratitude'
Respir'd r:nto the Lord. (442-444)

smart is even able to use language to point up the great d.is-

parity between man a¡d God, a¡d at the same time to reassure uS of

the unbreakable bond loetween the two. Speaking of God as one of the

subjects of David's song, Smart first describes Him in terms of

supreme, abstract power--"the mighty source/ Of aLL things--the

stupendous force/ on which all strength depends; " (I03-I05) a¡d

contrasts Him with man's concrete and limited "period, povø'r, a¡d

enterprize" which "Commences, reigns, and ends" (I07-I08)' At the

same time, however, he is able to include very real human character-

istics in his imaqe of God--"From whose right arm, beneath whose eyesrr

(106)--which remind us of the fi:ndamental connection between human and

divine; after all, man was created in God's image.

True poetry, such as David's psalms, encompasses both inward and

outward experience:

. he such melodY d-ivin'd,
And sense and soul detain'd'; (164-165)

because, as opposed to the vain "documents ef men" (292), it is inspirecl

by the "genuine word" (2g:-) of God. All such poetry ends as it begins;

its purpose is praise of God.. And Smart is careful to emphasize that

such praise is not gratuitous; in his view the poet serves God in a

special and important way:
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PRAISE above all--for praise prevails;

The generous soul- her Saviour aids,
But peevish obloquy d.egrad'es. (295-299)

The picture of the ideal poet which emerges from A song to David

is the man who i¡ his being as wel-l as in his creations best shows the

fusion of inward and outward experience. Smart for¡nd in the Hebrew

psalrn-ist the embodiment of this ideaf and a source of inspiration' fn

his version, David possessed alf twelve virtues, physical and spiritual,

which Smart considered paramount--the same virtues which, j-n Jubilate

Agno

are shared among twenty-four different people.
. King David has all- the virtues of the

twelve sons of Jacob and al-l the virtues of )1
twelve il-lustrious eighteenth-century gentlemen'

In actual-ity. of course, David vias not nearly as pure as Smart protests'

but it is probab]e that the very fact of his sins influenced Smart's

commitment to the psalmist's defense in the controversy raging over

his morality. What mattered to Smart, characteristically, and what

made David an especially personal hero, was his repentance--"Wise--

in recovery from his fall" (9I) --and the power of his poetry to raise

him above fleshlY weakness:

His muse, bright angel of his verse'

The more than Michal of his bloom,
The Abishag of his age - (97-LO2)

David was not perfect, for there is "But One by passion urtimpelltd"

(23O), but he was blessed with "the Lord's own heart" (494) and was

therefore deserving to be called "highest in the list-/ Of worthies"

(289-290) .
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smart's identification with David and his divine role reaches

its climax j-n the Song, and is expressed through a subtle but daring

exaltation of the position of the poet-singer which is effected in

the course of the poem. In the third Stanza' David is named as

"Servant of God's holiest charge,/ Tlne minister of praise at large"

(13-14), but since Smart is here weaving a wreath of praise for David

(and God) to receive, smart also becomes the type of the poet-singer.

Later, this figure, represented by David, is seen to acquire God-like

powers through the grace of his music:

Blest was the tenderness he felt
When to his graceful harP h-e knelt,

When satan with his hand he quell'd,
And in serene suspence he held
The frantic throes of Saul. (L57-L62)

Finally, both smart and David are merged s1'nbolically into the flgure

of christ, the "GREAT PQET of the $NIVERSE," and embodiment of all

extremes of inward and outward reality. "Glorious the sorlgr when Godrs

the theme" (506) Smart declares. but

. more glorious, is the crot?n
Of Him that brought salvation down
By meekness, called thy Son- (511-5f3)

Then, with the use of defiberatei-y vague syrltaxf Smart proclaims

simultaneously God's glory, David's greatness, and his own Parti-

pation in the divinely creative activity of poetry:

And now the matchless deed's atchievrd,
DETERMINEÐ' DARED, and DONE. (5f5-5f6)
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Smart evidently felt that in A Song to David he had produced

a tribute to God which was r^¡orthy to rank with the psalmist' s, and

the poem is in fact a "matchless deed"--it has been called the

greatest religious lyric in the English language. Smart's invÌtation

to "the generous soul" to join in praise opens the way for ordinary

men to become more familj-ar with their own inner realities Lhrough a

keener awareness of the implications of observable natural phenomena,

and ultimately to gain a ful1er knowledge of God. The once "youthful,

r:ninspired bard" who had presumed tÍrnidly nto hymn thr Eternal" here

ful-fills his mission as an eighteenth-century psalmist and takes his

place in the history of religious poetry as a true ilReviver of

ADORATTON. "
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